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pages 1-22i

V

The Near for a Comprehensive ,

Adult Education System

There is a need to reduce social tensions through adult.education' p 1-2

but a college education is not necessarily. the answer. College,is not

for everyone, cultural and parental coercion to attend college tends to

bolster social and psychological tensions. Thus, there Is a compelling

need for a wide diversity of educational programs for adults, including

but not limited to college-level work. ti

ft'

There is an urgent need to pro50-10eW educational opportunities p 2-4

for over 21 million Americans who never completed high school, for one

out of every 20 adults who never had the equivalent of'primary eleMentary

school education, and for the millions of Americans desiring occupational

training.

There is a challenging need for new and effective instructional p 5-6

approaches for American adults. Traditional programs must be expanded
V

and innovative curricula must yet be created.

Present practices in providing basic adult education are education- p 7

Ally disappointing and economically inefficient. Even the greatest

efforts in this regard where there has been a massive infusion of

,federal funds are considered only partially successful.

Needed: a coordinated system,.of adult education on a ,statewide basia.p 8

A closer look at the need for an Adult Education System. p 9-11

At least four personal, needs should be satisfied by, an Adult Education p 12-15

System.



I

he met.

The needs of the nation and the American culture must also p 15 -19

An adult education is needed because. ,.. p 20 -22
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CHAPTER II

Philosophy and Assumptions

Underlying the Proposed

Adult Education System

please turn to
pages 23-31

The proposed'Adult,Education System reflects a number'of sound

philosophical considerations. These philosophical foundations are de-

rived from a few self-evident assumptions and postulates. The resulting

philoSOphy underlying the proposed Adult Education System provides that

American adults should have an opportunity for the maximum development
A 1.0

p 23-25

of their talents and abilities, similar to those available to the children

and youth of this country. It also provides equal educational opportunities

for all adults to achieve their personal objectives through a wide variety

of learning options.

The proposedoAdult Education System suggests-blending'the best of the. p 25-26

old Ath the promising, of the new. Innovative approaches to adult education

should he explored, developed, tested and exploited to their maximum potential.

Seven fundamental principles form the basis _of-the-proposed Adult p 26-31-

Education-System; They are_concerned with the capacity limit for learning

for any given individual, the selective nature of individual learning poten-

tial, the readiness of adults for learning, the ingredients for motivation

for'effective learning, the need to develop salable skills in the learning

process, the necessity for blending the-skills and learning needed by

society with the interests and abilities of the individual and the deep desire

among Americans for intellectual and material independence.
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CHAPTER III

Current Status of

American Adult Education
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pages 32-53
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Adult Education'in America today consists of a large number

of disjointed, uncoordinated efforts on the part of manyinstitution

of learning. There.is ancessary'Competition for students and financial

. resources and e wasteful duplication of effort. In a.sense, adult educa-

tion is "nobody's business " which is becoming "everybody's buknesS"-.

Adult education is a sort of pot-pourri of learning experiences lacking

'appropriate state support, coordination and functional responsibility

p 32 -33

amohg the various institutions making valiant attempts to serve the eduCa-.

4

tianal needs of adults. [-
,

Adult Education can be subdivided into,sey, n distinct functional p 33-34

components. These elements include Graduate Level Education, Baccalaureate

Degree-Level, Associate Degree Level, Advanced Basic Aduly Education,

intermediate Basic Adult Education, Primary Basic Adult Education and

Occupational Adult Education (vocational level).

There is also the need for special interest type of instruction for p 35

1,

adults in leisure time activities.

Continuing Adult Education is not a different function of Adult

-Education but rather a basic function that emcompasseg all of the seven

basic functions of Adult Education listed above,

Current practices in the conventional/type of Graduate Studies

Baccalaureate work and Associate Degree programs are well structured

and highly coordinated. Community colleges have been the boldest and

most adventurous with respect to the introduction of promising innova-

. Lions and the development of new programs to meet the current educational

needs of college-bound students.

p 36

I

p 37 -43



Remedial programs,by and large, have been educational disappoint- p 43-44

ments in spite of the massive-infusion of federal funds in such programs.

Hope in the future for these programs requires a complete re-assessment

.4.11,000,

of the economic and educa'.ional efficiency of these programs b

=educational officials leadingt. reatiiin of a well financed program-

ofAction Research under the leadership of highly selected educators

trained in Educational Research. A limited number of pilot,experimentai

programs are needed to develop the "know-how", curriculum, teaching

techniques and motivational situations for this_type of Adult Education

Program.

InterMediate Basic Adult Education does not clearly exist in today's E 45

approaches to adult education. To be sure, the function is not ignored.

Tn all probability, it is ab.orbed by one of the other functiOns of adult

/
education mentioned earlier.

There are a few scattered programs in Primary Adult Education that p 45-48

are worthy of mention. The program that could well serve as an exemplar

of a Primary Basic Adult Education Function is currently in operation in
4

Long Beach, California. The program is well designed and quite effective.

It could be far more productive if additional funds became available to

the program.

Occupational Education for adults is in a state of uncoordinated p 49

flux. There is competition for the same' students in the same programs

among different institutions within the same region. There is only a weak

relationShip between the skills needed by society and the number of

persons trained for them.
A

Continuing and Part-time Education is perhaps the weakest link p 50-53

in Adult Education from the standpoint of financial support, coordination

and wasteful duplicaLion of effort.
4

9
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CHAPTER IV

Concetual Features-of

an Adult Education System

please turn to
pages 54-72

Adult Education is needed, by millions of people at all levels p 54- 56

of learning ranging from Primary Basic Adult Education, the least

well developed, to Graduate,Studies; the "best coordinated and orga-
,

nized element of Adult Education.

The seven basic,elements of Adult Education comprise the Adult

Education system of the future. Here is educatiohal mobility between

p 56r 59

the job world and all of t e seven components of Adult Education.

Adult Education, as d fined in this study, logically and psycho 59

logically is more closely associated with higher education than public

education which is primarily concerned with the teachicg of children

and youths.

Adult Education is env4..sioned as a state function in the same p 59 - 60

manner.as public school education for pupils in kindergarten through

grade twelve.

An Action. Research Center, should be an integral part of any Adult p 60 - 61

Education system. Much more needs to be known about how adults learn

best and the techniques of instruction that are most effective in

teaching adults.

The open University is a major function of Adult Education. p 61 - 62

There is 'an urgent need to-provide non-traditional options for

American adults to receive the equivalent of a college education.

There is a great need to make more and, more adult learning p' 62 - 63

programs available to more and more adults at locations convenient to

as many potential students as possible.



The Adult Education system should be centralized in admipistra- -p 64

Lion on a state-wide basis and decentrali d in operation. The system

should operate thr ugh a network of quasi-autonomous Regional Adult

Education Ce ers:

-

Adults should have direct and cost-free access to a_wi e-variety p 65-66

of educational services including testing, guidance, counseling, and

'--- job placement.

A new system of Adult Education is almost indispensable if we are p 66-68

to protect the present academic standard Of the two year and four year

colleges and if we are to reduce student frustrations and the number

of college "force outs".

Occupational training should receive a very high

priority in the training and retraining of productive adults for the

job world./

p 68- 69

The Open University operates through each Regiollal Adult Education p

Center which represents the l\ ocal arm of the state Open University

program.
\

The Adult Education system is,designed to makeithe maximum use of p 70-72

existing staff and facilities on a cooperative basis among existing

institution, both public and private. The new system does not replace

or change existing programs and facilities. It simply channels more

students into them whenever such action is appropriate to the goals of

the student. The new system is viewed as a positive and constructive

organized force designed to maximize the value of Adult Education to

the society which supports it.
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CHAPTER V

A Proposed System of
Adult Education
For Massachusetts'

please turn to pages
33-125
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/
Learning is a.highly personalized process. The attitude af the p 73

leaxner plays an Important part in the quality and permanency of the

,Ilearner. The merger of adult learning with higher education is ecuca-

'_,: =7,\

tionally sound, psychologically imperative and motivationally desirabl

The current status of adult education in Massachusetts differs 'p -76`

little from that found in the rest of the United States. It possesses'

)the same strengths and weaknesses. /

The expandeerole of higher edueation'in Massachusetts can be p 76-77

Absorbed within the present structure and legal framework by defining

adult education as all forms of education offered to thosp who are

L9 years old or older regardless of the academic level of the

instruction.

The expanded role of higher education is designed to maintain

2
the present primary functions of existing institutions of learning

and increasing. their participation in adult educati n. Cooperative

action is the fundamental thrust-of the Ault Education System.

There is a need to introduce new meanings to old educational

terms. In order to eliminate the present duplication of effort

among various institutionkin the same region, it is necessary to

define or re-define an adult, Post secondary Education, a College-level
. .

Program, Occupational Adult Education and Basic Adult Education

p 77-79

p 79-80



Rekindling the pioneering spirit in education typical of p 80-82

of Massachusetts_in'the past.

Due to the innovative nature of the proposed Adult Education p 82-85

System progress should be made slowly at first and at a more accelerated

ratc later when more,experience with the system is accumulated. It is

suggested therefore that the Adult Education System be given its

initial thrust under an interim commission and later be placed permanently

under an appropriate Board of Governance.

.

Thesystem is centralized in administration and de-centralized p 8546

in operation with a wide range of regional autonomy.

The Adult Education System must be state-wide, independent and p 86-89

responsive to regional needs. There must also be.a clear definition of

stuAent performance to insure that "college credit toward a degree" not

be granted for work normally taught in the high schools or elementary

schools. College,standards must be preserved and strengthened while

students must be assisted in preparing for college-level work without

reserving college credit for graduation for such preparatory work.

The ultimate administrative structure of Proposed Adult Education p 89-98

System for Massachusetts

The Interim Governance and Administrative structure of the proposed p 98-110

Adult Education System-Phase I.

Phase If of the Development of the Adult Education System in p 110-112

elassachusetts.

The timed development of the Adult Education System in Massachu-

setts is based on a realrstic "time. line ". The actual growth of the

system can follow a different rate ojf development witho4P affecting

the basic concept in any significant way.

p 112-116
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The budgetary implications are' based on the suggested rate of develop- p116-125

ment, Any change in the scope of the program or rate of growth will, of

course,' have 'a direct .ffect on the budget.

1
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'CHAPTER I

The Need for a Comprehensive

Adult Education SysteM

Introduction ! The social Upheavals durit the Late 19601s could well be

construedas a blessing in disguise. They opened our eyes to the

frustration and feeling of hopelessness among a significant proportion

of American Society. Although the major emotional outbut'st occurred

ilmong the leaSt advantaged minority groups, it is reasonable to asssume

.

that some of the same kind of frustrations exist among, a 'large number

of less vociferous groups who are.equally disadvantaged but are not

necessarily identified as minorities. It would seem proper,/therefore, -`

The neo_d to look beneath the surface and see whether or not the-AMerican Educa-;.
to ipduce _

tensions tion System can meet the challenge of reducing tensions and increasing
and improVe

the self-image for thousand of people who feel that they are hopclessfy
image

Is college
for every-
one?

1

1

Coercion
can gener-
ate guilt
feelings

helpless.

There is also a need to re-assess our values regarding education

in America. The long accepted ideal that everyone should go to College

in order to be successful should be carefully and objectively

scrutinized'. We, as parents, shoulll really "think through" this

question. Is a college degree best for my son or daughter? Is it

best for our society? Is it be'st in the long range development of

America? ,Perhaps, we must start with the interests, abilities and

aspirations of our son or daughter. If we can accept our children as

individuals-uith their own lives to,live and grant them the wisdom

of determining their future goals as they graduate from high school

then, perhaps, we, parents, will not make them feel "guilty" if they

choose some path other than a bachelor's degree. For many young

people, the college degree is an appropriate goal, but for most

13

6
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Americans there are a large number of other educational endeavors

that may he suited to them as individuals and of greater importance-

The need to the needs of society. If this premise is valid, the role of higher

for diversi-.
fication of education in the United States must be greatly expanded to satisfy

educational
opportunities

The unmet
needs of
adult

education

Over 5% of
adults in
America are
scholastic-
ally below
fifth grade

the more diversified needs of both the adult population and our changing

society. Higher education is destined to make an even greater impact

on the society supporting it than it has in the past and to give renewed

hope for a better, future to thousands of people.

A Statistical Profile of Adult Education

The current status of adult education in America is alarming but

promising. The statistics presented bolo)" are qu)te revealing as to

the extent to which adults are presently educated in this country.

In 1970, there were 109,899,000 persons over 25 years_of age in the

United States. Of this number, 6,039,000 adults or about 5.5% had

less than a fifth grade education. There were 11,Q33,000 persons or

10% of people over 25 years of age who had not completed the eighth

grade.and 14,015,000 or 12.8% who had not entered high school. And,

filially there were 21,286,000 persons or 19.4% who had not graduated

from high school or its equivalent.

The Need for Basic Adult Education

What are the implications for higher eduction? The answer to this

question depends on how we define higher educa irn. If we confine

"higher education" to college-level courses above statistics do not

concern higher education at all. On the other hand, if we re-define

higher education as "educational programs f4 POST-SECONDARY AGE PERSONS ",

we automatically transform the present higher educational structure

into "Adult Education System" it

1. Source: Statistical Abstract of U.S. Bureau of Census. U.S.Dept.

of Commerce, 1973 p.117-119
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Under this expanded concept, the above statistics are extremely signifi-

cant. They clearly demonstrate that there is a need for Primary Adult

Education (equivalent of grades one through four) for about one adult

out of twenty. They show that we should be providing Intermediate

Adult Education (equivalent of grades four through eight) for one adult

out of ten, and, Advanced Adult Education (equivalent of grades nine

through twelve) for one out of five adults in the United States.

Obviously, not all persons included in the above statistics can profit

from or will want additional education. The shocking truth of the

matter is that at the present time, the opportunity for Basic, Inter-

mediate, and Advanced Adult Education, as defined above, is almost non -

existent in the United States. Many institutions are attempting to

provide some form of Advanced Basid Education under the guise of

"Developmental Education", "Remedial Education "., "Pre-College Education",

and other equivalent programs. According to Dr. Richard Wilson, of

the A.A.C.J.C., however, these efforts leave much to be desired. Dr.

Wilson summarizes the situation quite well when he states, "Unfortunately

there are few success stories. Despite the best of intentions and,in

some cases, large infusions of resources, the primary results are

disappointing."

The research conducted by the writer over a six month period

together with observations at institutions purportedly in the advanced

stages of development in these endeavors also bear out Dr. Wilson's

conclusion. It is clear, therefore, that there is an urgent need for

new and imaginative approach9s to the education of people of post-high

school age in America advan..1.1g them from wherever they are educationally

to wherever they can realistically -ach.. Thus, some form of adult

education must be devised to provide both academic and occupational

programs.



Introduction

Essential The Nolfi Report 2 has made an excellent case for strengthening post-

elements of
the need for secondary educatiOn. The principles, objectives and priorities outlined

Adult
Education
System

in the report are worthy of serious consideration. At one point
3
, the

\

report states: "The Alternative Post-Secondary Education System should

reflect these priorities of the public interest:

1) Consumer's point of view

2) Minimum diversity of options and designed to serve adult needs

3) Equal educational opportunity for all adults

4) State subsidies to stude#ts, not institutions

5) New mechanisms for counseling, guidance, access to information

and assessment of proficiency I

6) Maximum economy and best utilization of resources

7) Participation of core (two and four year degree granting

institutions in public system and the large private institutions)

and periphery (other institutions engaged in some form of post-

secondary education...) institution.

8) Coopeyative efforts among institutions take precedence over

single institution responses

9) Competition among institutions is desirable provided it is

along certain dimensions

10) Utilization of existing resources in core and periphery

institutions should be maximized and new capital expenditure

minimized".

From a purely idealistic point of view, it is difficult to argue against

any of the criteria quoted above. Pragmatically, however, items (8)

and (9) above are problematic and may be impossible to achieve in a

2. George J. Nolfi and Vall.erie I. Nelson. Strengthening the Alternative

Post-Secondary Education System , University Consultants,Inc.

Cambridge,Mass.
3. Ibid: p. 1 and p,70
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practical world. Although the Nofli report does qualify the nature

of permissible competition among institutions, it is highly improbable

V

4that cooperation can flourish in an atmosphere of competition. In

spite of these observations, however, the Nolfi report has much to offer.

It indeed a well-conceived document containing a massive collection

of valuable information related to many promising approabhes'in.post-

secon
1

ary education.'

A Boni Approach to Adult Education

As the Nolfi report and other research studies have repeatedly

revealed, continuing and part-time post-secondary tion has been

treated somewhat as an orphan. It has life, but has no arents res-

ponsible for its care and nurture. Continuing and part-time post-

secondary educations seems to graVitate toward any institution wishing

to support it. Other forms of American education, however, are viewed

quite/differently. The responsibility for educating our children and

youth from nursery-school to the completion of grade twelve, is

Legally within' the,province of public education operated through a

system of local school districts. It is-also well established

nationally that higher education is well designed to serve any individual

who has recently completed high school or its equivalent and who wishes

to pursue further studies td ard the Associate or'Bachelor's degree.

The present system of A erican educatibn is the result of a logical

The evolution and natural evolutionary proless. Compulsory education was instituted

of American
education in Massachusetts over 300 years ago so that peOple might be able to read

the Bible under the"Satan Deluder Act". Later, the needs of an educated

citizenry in a growing America forced state after state to pass laws

, -

requiring youth to remain in school until the age of sixteen. Our

society, however, was not satisfied with minimum educational require-

ments. Thus, young people were encouraged by parents, employersand

educational advisers to at least complete high school. And many of

1.9
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them did just that. Oyer that,past half century. however,- the demand

for some form of post-secondary education for young adults on the

part of many parents has been quite pronounced. Consequently, many

locally governed and financed community colleges and a few state

supported community college systems have emerged ail over the United

States. But the development of higher education did not stop there.

As more -Ind more people demanded post-secondary education, the state

colleges and universities expanded rapidly to meetthis demand for the

conventi nal college degree program. Immediately following World War II,

in responso ro the massive need for college education for veterans,

many states reorganized and expanded their educational systems. - The

public education functions for the pre-college grades were left intact.

The mator changes occurred in the post-secondary levels of education

where Boards of Higher Education were established throughout the

c(antry. These Boards had the primary responsibility of providing

post-,;econdary education leading to the Associate and Bachelor's

dogrel. Within this context, these Boards of Higher Education have

served well. In fact, for thousands and thousands of Americans who

graduated high school and were ready for college level work and who

pursued their studies within a year or two after completing high school,

the present system of higher education has been quite successful.

['here is,'however, a large segment of the American population, over

20 million or about 25% of persons over 25 years of age, that has been

almost completely overlooked in our presen,, educational structure. The

need was certainly recognized,''but due to higher educational priorities,

it was left to take care_of itself.- Fortunately, a few institutions

of both higher and secondary level education rose to the occasion

and made a serious attempt to provide some kind of education appropriate

to the needs of'these people. This effort has taken the form of

0
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continuing and part-time education on a make-shift, ill-supported,

unsystematic basis. It is not surprising, therefore, that adult educa-

tion for those not enrolled in a college degree prcigram, represents a

sort of "no man's land" which seems to belong to "everybody" (many

educational institutions) but is the primary responsibility of nobody.

Herein, lies the dilemma in American Adult Education. A new approach

is needed.

Perhaps, it might he helpful to explore the education of adults

from an entirely new vantage point. Let us start from where we are.

Currently, overalL structure of American Education is viewed geneially

as "lower" (up to high school graduation) and "higher " (post-secondary)

education. Accordingly, we have two well conceived education j struc res.

One of them provides the necessary courses and programs I y ding to a

diploma from either a high school or a:vocational high sc ool, while

a second equally well designed educational system assumes the primary

responsibility of providing post-secondary courses and programs leading

to the Associate and BacLelor's,degree. The basic assumption underlying

this arrangement is that one system "picks up" a student where the other

"left off".- For thousand of cases this predetermined sequence of

articulated educational development'is most satisfactory. On the other

hand, this dual system leaves certain questions unanswered. What

happens to the incL .dual who "dropped out" f the first system at

a point where he cannot be "picked up" by the, second? Who is responsible

for the person who wants to be "picked up" but is not ready for it?

Who serves the person who "dropped out" somewhere and cannot find an

institution that can "pick him up" and move him toward where he wants

to go?

Obviously, the present educational system does not provide a full

spectrum of educational offerings consistent with the needs of America.

atIn more specific terms, wejliu create a new and effective educational
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system that is capable of meeting the needs of ALL American adults.

Rather than structuring education on the basis of "lower" and "higher"

education according to some arbitrary level of academic, performance,

it might he more fruitful to restructure the entire learning system

on a state-wide basis in accordance with the educational needs of People.

Under this concept, the present elementary and secondary school system

would be assigned the primary responsibility for providing education

to children and youth through age 18-19 (normal age for high school
. \

graduation) and the present higher education system would become

i

is:

effect an Adult Education System providing and/or coordinating all

necessary courses, programs and learning experiences' for people 19
1-

years or older regardlegs of the_academic level of the learning activity.

This broadened responsibility would include-Continuing Education,
I

Primary, Intermediate, and Advanced Adult Eddeation as well as the

present programs leading toward the Associate and Bachelor's/IDegree.

The crux of this proposal is to place the responsibility for ALL

adult education solidly within the framework of a state Adult Education

System. Before this concept forces the reader into a statl of shock,

it should be quickly noted, that the proposal doesinot suggest that

present facilities and staff serving adult education be Scrapped and
/

replaced by a new staff, new equipment, and new facilities. It does,

however, place the' responsibility for the funding, planning and

coordinating of all adult education within the basic educational

//
structure ofthe state. It is this major provision that is patently

acking today.

Let us examine certain features of the suggested Adult Education'

System more closely. Under this concept, both the traditional and non-

traditional approaches to higher education could co-exist in harmony

2Z
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and perhaps, even eliminated. The ability to"provide Advanced Basic

Adult Education under this concept, makes it possible to prepare

students for college-level work. Consequently, the effectiveness and

quality of our present "college courses" could be enriched and even

improved. Also, by offering adults an opportunity for individualized

academic upgrading at the pre-college level, such students will be

spared of frustrations and possible failure which could otherwise be

the case if they were to enroll in a course for which they lacked

pre-requisite knowledge and skills. The present system is indeed cruel

in this respect. Secondly, the natural temptation on the part of both

II'" faculty and administrators to "water down" performance levels in

College
standards
maintained

classes where a sizeable number of students are not ready for that

level of work will be removed. As an added benefit,-the student

I

may select his method of achieving his goals from a wide variety of

Multi-optional options, available under this concept. And finally, the proposed

approach to
learning Adult Education System quid easily provide any type of adult education

Training and
educating
adults as
part of a
sub-system
within
Higher
Education

compatible with the demands of American Society and the interests,

abilities and aspirations of the students.

A Unified Administrative Sub-System Within Higher Education

The Adult- Education System under this concept is viewed as' a

-quasi-autonomous administrative unit under the jurisdiction of the

--' --
present system of higher education. To be sure, many adult programs

are currently offered by local and regional public school districts.

At the same ,time, four-year colleges, universities, community colleges

through9ut the country are also deeply engaged in continuing and part-

time education. In many of these institutions, the student enrollment

in continuing education is as high as the "day school" enrollment.

The Adult Education System which is proposed places the responsiblity

for All adult ducation within current boards of higher education

based upon unction, psychological considerations and future developments
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in education. Let us expand on each of these premises-.-- Functionally,

the major educational thrust of the public school system is in the

training and education of the children and youth of America. In almost

all cases, public school responsibilities in the day'divition cease

after high school graduation. In a few instances, local school districtb

still operatecoMmUnity colleges but this situation is vanishing rapidly

as more and more states are divorcing community colleges from the

public, school system. California, for example, has already changed its

statutes to effect this separation. On the other hand, the primary

function of higher education is to train and educate adults. Even in

Higher situations where some of the instruction offered by higher education

Education
trains adults duplicates that of the public schools, many institutions of higher

regardless
of academic
level

Adult
Education
inherently

higher
education

Psychologi-
cally,

adult
education
belongs to
higher
education

education will not admit students in their programs unless they are

19 years or older--post-secondary school age. In view of the foregoing

discussion, it is abundantly clear that the public schools are primarily

concerned with the education of children and youth, while higher

education except for special advanced standing programs, dealkentirely

with adults whether they, are in regular college programs or in Continuing

education. Thus, from tie standpoint of function, the placement of

adult education mithi the system of higher education is both,fitting

and proper. There iy no functional reason why adult education should

he placed under the/ jurisdiction of the public school system.

From a psychological point of view, the case for placing adult

education under,,the Board of Higher Education is most compelling.

Experience has demonstrated again and again that adults would, all

other things being equal, prefer to take a course in college setting.

Psychologically, elementary and high schools allude to children and

youth respectively. In all probability, adults would feel somewhat

more at ease on a campus planned for adults where teaching is done
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from an adult point of view. Since learning is closely associated

with attitude, it would be in the best interest of the student to place

adult education under the Board of Higher Education.

The inclusion of adult education under higher education is also tihnely.

Higher .Education is on the threshold of exciting future development.s.

Non-traditional education is already well advanced in Europe and in many

parts of the United States. Personalized instruction is clearly visible
to

and well within the grasp of many institutions of higher education.

Computer-managed instruction and computer random generated tests are

developing rapidly. These innovations are indeed of great value to

adult education. By placing adult education withivi the sphere of

higher education, adult education. would reap the benefits of this

dynamic situation-. Adult education itself is also in a state of flux.

Indeed, the adult education of tomorrow will hardly resemble that which

we know today. Courses, both long and short, will be replaced by a

series of sequential learning experiences. Learning units will have

an educational integrity of their own. The short courses, translated

into performance objectives will be transformed into a mini-mini unit

which can be joined with other,,,uaits to form what is known today as a

course, bUt tailored for the specific needs of a particular-student-

Examinations will be strictly and directly geared to performance objectives:

in fact, each question will be designed to measure the level of perforinance

achieved by the student on each and all of the performance criteria

for each learning unit. The test of tomorrow will be creatively devised

so that it can be used as a diagnostic tool both for the instructor

Diagnostic
testing

as a teacher; and for the student, as a learner. The scope of adult

education is becoming increasingly wider. There are already discernible

trends in certain parts of the country, particularly on the West Coast,

in the direction of basic, vocational and career education for adults.
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Some of these programs are already being offered be a few. Adult

education has much in common with higher education and falls well

within the sphere of influence of higher education. Clearly then,

the close affinity between adult and higher education is another reason

why these two functions should logically merge into a single educational ?

system.

Adult Education: A Personal Need

An Adult Education System is needed to satisfy the basic economic,

psychological, social and material needs of an individual. If the

A
educational system can succeed in raising the level of personal achieve-

ment, it will make a significant contribution to both the individual

and society. At least four personal demands that support the need for

dfwell conceived Adult Education System. These basic personal

_aspirations are discussed briefly below:

1. Adult Education System is needed to provide a second or third

chance for an individual to advance educationally.

There are millions of American adults who "passed up" their first

opportunity to be trained for an occupation or ta pursue work reading

to a college degree. The reasons for losing their "first chance" are

many and varied, real and fabricated, compelling or voluntary. Such

)

reasons are really immaterial. What is of paramount importance, in

this connection, is the human being who would like t "pick up"

educationally where he left off and advance to where he now, as an

adult, would like to be. Many community colleges are currently

attempting to provide for this need. Based upon recent studies and

visits to community colleges with adult programs, by the writer, these

effgrts are almost super human but the degr ee of success is at best

still fragmentary. None of the institutions studied could provide any

sound educational basis or performance criteria for making judgments
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as to their success or failUre in a given program. The answers

received by the writer from a number of dedicated persons in this

endeavor were mostly intuitive and tended to reflect what they

"would like to see happen" as a result of their efforts. No tangible

ridence vas offered or was available to support claims of either_

success or failure. Further research is direly needed in this area

and should, be included in an Adult Education System.

An Adult Education System is urgently needed to provide innovative

The need for curricula, new programs, new metho ologies and non-traditional approaches
innovative
approaches designed to bolster the effort of students taking advantage of a second
to learning

or even tlard chance to ge education. What is needed first, perhaps,

in this endeavor is a bold thrust in Action Research under the auspices

The need of an Adult Education System. 'A massive array of new knowledge must
for Action
Research be assembled and validated, through research, if we are to achieve

any success in assisting an individual to advance educationally from

v

"where he is" to "where he wants to be". This essential human need

can be met successfully only when adult education becomes an important

element within the framework of American Education.

2. An Adult Education System is needed to up-grade an individual in

his present job.

The need for Countless numbers of individuals would welcome the opportunity
personal job
improvement to train for job advancements. Adult education is currently extremely

I

weak in this regard. To be sure, an individual may take a number of

"courses" that may be related to what the student needs to advance in
r

his present job. In all probability, he will be forced to delve into

areas of learning that are neither helpful to him nor in his field of

interest, but are included because they happen to be "part of the

course"

The need It is in the achievement'of the goal of upgrading that adult
for "unitized

learning" education will meet its greatest challenge. Learning_experiences must

27 ,1
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be developed in many areas of personal interest. They should be

"unitized" or broken down into small self-contained units of learning.

Thus, a student, together with a counselor, may select a series of

these units that best fit into his "job promotion" needs. Although

it All require a team of pedagogical experts to develop such a series

of unitized learning experiences, the task is actually not as

difficult to accomplish as it might appear at first blush.' In a

statewide"Adult Education System, where a central office could mass

produce instructional materials, the financial and human resources

needed Fur this project would be economically justifiable on a unit

cost basis.

3. An Adult EducatiaiS stem is needed to rovide an individual with

greater job mobility.

In the job world, people often find themselves in their present

occupations purely by chance. Many of them often say, "Well it's a

living". Indeed it is, but does such a person feel that he would

prefer a different job? To be sure, many may not even be aware of

their job potential and may be convinced that they are doing as well as

they can. There may be a number of adults, however, who would welcome a

change from their present occupation to one more congruent with their

interests and abilities,if the opportunity for preparing for such a

position were readily available. To a small degree, there are

continuing education programs that encourage and prepare adults for

new occupations. Unfortunately, these programs are limitr'4 in diversity,

"school centered" in emphasis and not always geared to the needs

of the learner. In all fairness to current efforts on the part of

many dedicated people, however, adult education programs are quite

well developed fqr students interested in various types of business-

oriented careers. When it is realized that adult education in most

cases, does not occupy a strong positiodin the American educational

k.
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StrUCt re, the accomplishments of continuing and part-ti7nee-du ion

in America has beenremarkable. But in terms of adequately providing

for adult education needs, our current efforts leave much to be

desired. Not until this country is willing to make a full commitment

to the development of an Adult Education System will it be possible

to provide the kind of education that is consonant with the needs of

the individual adult and, at the same time, consistent with the

demands of society.

4. An Adult Education System is needed for the self-fulfillment of the

individual.

Tt is well known that an adult often makes super-human personal

sacrifices to obtain an education for economic self-improvement. It is

not so obvious, however, that people may also wish to further their

education for psychological reasons. In general, people, consciously

or sub-consciously, like to feel the satisfaction of accomplishment

in one way or another. This self-fulfillment may be self-centered,

altruistic, materialistic, idealistic or intellectual. The form or

purpose matters not. What is important, "however, is that Adult Educa-

tion System provide for this psychological need, through learning

experiences, counseling, advisement and human ur "erstanding.

5. Adult Education: A National Problem

in 1963, the then united States Secretary of Commerce stated at

a meeting of collge educators in Washington,D.C., "Ninety percent

of all the scientists (of all types) born during the recorded history

of the world are alive today." This revelation staggers the

imagination. The implication of this statement for American education

is so vast and so pervasive that it is almost beyond comprehension.

The impact of this situation on education may be close at hand. We

all know that several years ago, men and women of vision foresaw an

energy shortage for the world, but no one listened. It finally
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happened. The shortage became a crisis. Let us.avoid repeating the

same experience in education. During the past few years, visionary

educators, conscious of the kind of statement quoted above, have

forewarned us of a "knowledge explosion", but apparently no one is

listening. Educators, legislators, government officials and the public

in general,-have not responded to this warning in any substantial way.

Need we wait for a "knowledge crisis" before we act positively in

coping with this problem? We need not: If we recognize the "knowledge

1

explosion" for what it is and for what it means for the workers of

America,'-we can train and re-train people for new jobs as the old' ,

ones become obso!ete. The proposed Adult Education\qysteM is ideally

suited for this purpose.

Another implication of the statement quoted above for educators

is that Americans need to be exposed to much more of the/knowledge

that is being generated by the 90% f the scientists thalt the' world

,

has ever seen. For the public schools, it means that the level of

sophistication within the academic disciplines has reached the point

where specialization must, of necessity, be introduced 'much earlier

in our educational sequence, perhaps in the fourth or fifth grade.

Our high schools, in turn, must ceriously consider intlroducing in

the high school curriculum some of the knowledge thatlis currently

I

reserved for the freshman and sophomore years of college.' The

public school curriculum is in serious need of drastic revisions if

we are to avoid an education crisis.

The problems confronting higher education due to the"knowled#(

explosion" are far morecomplex and penetrating than those facing

the public schools. Higher education must assume a: greater pespon-

sihility for educating and preparing adults for careers and professions.
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done in the past. If higher education is to stem the tide of an

educational crisis in the not-too-distant future, positive action

must be taken in adult education without undue delay. The need for

this action becomes urgent when we see thousands of jobs for which

people were trained vanish in the face of the rapidly changing American

technology. The problem assumes alarming proportions when it is

realized that the "knowledge explosion" has made the training of adults

for new salable skills dependent upon a more sophisticated level of

Needed:higher Learning than was required for the,tasks which they formerly performed.

quality. and

broathlr based Indeed, automation builds a great deal of the knowledge into the design

education

Training in
harmony
with a.
adult
abilities
and interests

of the equipment and instruments, but it still requires a highly,

trained technician to keep this equipment operating. This point was

well illustrated by an anecdote presented at a meeting of Vocational

Education Teachers in Kankakee, Illinois. It seems that a landlord

complained vehemently to an air-conditioning technician who corrected

a defective piece of equipment in about 10 seconds, charging $15.00

for the service. After listening patiently to the landlord, the

technician re-wrote the bill:

"Turning the screw" $1.00

"Knowing which screw
to turn" 14.00

Total $15.00

As a national problem, the need for a unified and effective Adult

Education System stems from at least three fundamental sources. There

is the need of the individual who must be educated in a salable skill

or profession that is consistent with his own abilities, interests and

aspirations and is also needed by society. The American economic

system has become extremely inter-depehdent on the productivity of

individuals or groups of individuals. Consequently, adult education

must provide the complete range of skills, knoiliedge and understandings

required by society. For the American Society to survive, as we know
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it today, an Adult Education System must make it peqsible for all

able persons to make a contribution to society to the maximum of his

abilities and interests. And finally, adult education is needed to

maintain the present economic vigor of the United States.

6. Adult Education: A Cultural Need

It is common for the general public to view education as a

purely individual benefit. There is far more to education than

individual learning. While it may not be readily apparent, the greatest

benefactors of education is not the individual but the society to which

he belongs. The element that is often overlooked is that once an

individual is educated he provides a lifetime of services to the society

that supported his educational endeavors for a few years. Let us

illustrate this point. Society will invest thousands of dollars in

the education of a given individual who is interested in_medical re-

search. During the course of his life's work, this individual educated

primarily with public funds, discovers a vaccine for polio or he finds

cure for cancer. Humanity, as a whole, benefits from this kind of

contribution. There are millions and millions of situations in the

United States where educated men and women are returning services to

the community that represent many times the value of tbe public

investment in .their education. These people are all around us. It

might be enlightening to simply look at our co-workers and friends

and ask ourselves the question "what is he or she contributing to

society directly or indirectly?" Obviously, not everyone supplies

constructive service to the society, but that number is small. In a

free society, such as ours, if the number of non-contributors exceeded

the number of people supplying positive services, our culture, would

rapidly break down and disintegrate.

Adult education must soon assume a responsihilty never- before

undertaken by American education. The United States Department of

3.2
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Labor has made valiant efforts in advising and warning the.public

of areas and occupations of labor excesses and deficiences. This

national approach has been a dismal failure. Why are we training

thousands of future teachers for non-existent jobs? Why do we have

a shortage of veterinarians? Why do we not properly train and license

group is at fault for this state of affairs. The b me for thisL
automotive.and electronic and other technicians? N individual or

situation rests squarely upon government planners, both state and

federal, and the lack of an educational vehicle to remedy the problem.

The importance of providing highly trained technicians in the

United States cannot be over-emphasized. We are now moving rapidly

toward a crisis in the availability of raw materials.- ObviouSly,

recycling is a long range solution to this particular problem.

Adult education can substantially reduce the severity of the raw

material shortage. How often have we seen servicemen repair auto-,

mobiles and appliances by the "unit substitution method?" For example,

the washing machine pump is leaking. After a careful inspection,

the serviceman turns to the owner and says, "You need a new Water

pump". All that was needed was a new gasket, but the serviceman'

removes the old pump, charges the owner for a new one and disposes the

old one perhaps in the junk pile. One could cite hundreds of examples

where entire units were replaced when all that was needed was a "new

spring" a "new gLar", "new contact point", etc.

Adult education, when properly constituted, can fully train

technicians and servicemen to do their work at a minimum cost to the

owner and with the least waste of our natural resources. It can be

Training for
more hypothesized that the unnecessary, aggregate amount paid by consumers

efficient

service
for the repair and maintenance of items such as automobiles and

applicances would compensate many times the cost of training and

licensing these specialists. When this,.conceivailie saving in cost is
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coupled with the=conservation of raw materials, it becomes abundantly

clear that an Adult Education System cam satisfy the needs of society

as well as encouraging students to pursue learning in those careers

where jobs are available provided such careers are of interest to the

students concerned.

The need for The statistical evidence presented earlier, the impending "knowledge

an Adult
Education explosion" in the world and the dynamic technologicalwelopments in
System at
a glance America and elsewhere underscore the need for a comprehensive Adult

Education System in the United States. Such a system is needed:

1. Because, in one of the wealthiest countries of the world,

about 10% of persons over 25 years old representing oveer 10

million adults are educationally disenfranchised. There is

One-tenth of simply nowhere they can turn for further public education . To

the American
adults are this need we should add tens of thousands of other adults between

educationally
disenfranchised_- the ages of.1.9 and 25 belonging in the same category.

About one-half
of theAmerican
adult population
is in need of
training or re-
training

2. Because over 20% of the American population have never completed

high school or its eduivalent.

3.Because approximately 6% or about six million AmeriCans never

completed the fifth grade of elementary school.

4.Because the manpower needs of the United States indicate that

about 50% of the working force requires training, retraining,

and upgrading in skills.

5 .Because America is and always has been a land of opportunity.

Every American is entitled to a second or third chance to-develop

his potential talents.

6.Because America needs better, educated adults in business,industry,

services, and government.

7. Because America can no longer afford to lavish waste or misuse

its human resources.

3 4
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8. Because every adult consciously or sub-consciously, desires

some degree of self-fulfillment. Hardly anyone in this country

wants to be a "nothing". Would the lack of an Adult Education

System explain, in part, at least the rise. in the crime rate

the increase in Mental Health problems and the feeling of

dissatisfaction among more and more people in the United States?

9. Because there is simply.not enough time under the present

elementary and secondary system for aperson to learn all that

he needs to know to succeed in an occupational endeavor during

his adult life.

10. Because American Democracy as we know it today, cannot survive

without an educated citizenry for good government. Neither

can American Technology survive without a vast number of highly

trained and re- trained production workers and thousands of

adults trained as service technicians to keep the sophisticated

products of American Technology in continuous operation.

Adult Education as an Economic Need

it can be shown that an Adult Education System can generate

economic benefits to business, industry, and government. When it is

realized that adult education encompasses the present post-secondary

education in the form of colleges and universities as well as adult

education in any other form, the impact that such a system can make on

the American economy can be quite significant. At least three basic

economic needs can be satisfied by the creation of an Adult Education

System.

Adult Education as a Training Need

The Adult Edudation System envisioned in this proposal is far

more than a learning system. It is also an agency which develops

long range plans for training people for the anticipated needs of business,

with antiCi- industry, and government. Massive economic benefits can accrue Po
pated needs
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business and industry as well as for the employees of these enterprises

if a system could be developed to train and re-train adults in anticipa-

tion of future job needs. The United States Department of Labor

Training accumulates a large amount of statistical data that could bP utilized

that looks
ahead by an Adult Education System in developing its long range plans of

training adults for anticipated jo, requirements of the future.

The people enrolled in such a/pfanned training program would also

44

have much to gain from long rangeducational planning features of an

Matching Adult Education System. First of all, the interests and abilities of '

students
to jobs the students would be matched with the requirements of the anticipated

job openings. Every effort would be made to place "square pegs in

square holes." Secondly, eaoli student, upon successful completion of

Placement his training would, in all probability have a job opening available.to

upon

graduation him. Under our present system of so-called "free choice", our educational

4.4e system often prepares people for non-existent jobs. There are two losers

in such cases- h student graudate who finds himself without a job

and the public t1dt paid for the training but receives no bbnefit from

it.
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CHAPTER II

Philosophy and Assumptions

iUnderlying the Proposed

Adult Education System

The nature and scope of any Adult Education System should reflect

awell defined basic philosophy. In the preceding chapter, the need

for some form of education for adults was clearly established. The

actual form of any Adult Education System will depend largely upon the

philosophy and goals associated with it.

Philosophy alone is not sufficient to fully specify the character-

istics of an Adult Education System. It is simply too-general to,

accomplish this purpose. Jn the other hand, the fundamental philosophy

supplemented by a detailed set of basic assumptions provides the necessary

information for developing an appropriate Ach-it Education System. The

The "givens" basic concepts underlying the proposed Adult Education System are nre-

of adult
education sented in this chapter. These tenets are assumed to be self- evident -in

logic, humane in character, acceptable in pedagogy and realistic in

content.

Human Related Foundations

1. Every adult should have an o portunit for the maximum develop-

ment of his talents and abilities to the extent of his capabilities

and ambition. The American Education System should make it possible

for any adult to discover his strengths and weaknesses and to devise

Equal a strategy whereiy he can accentuate his strengths and minimize his

opportunities
for all weaknesses. He should be given challenging opportunities for his growth

and development on a continuing basis.

2. Every adult should be eligible for all available training

programs.
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regardless of sex, age, past academic performance and financial

circumstances. Any Adult Education system should provide unrestricted

access to learning experiences from which adults can profit. It is

suggested that artificial barriers to the admission of students in

appropriate learning experiences be eliminated. It is also urged,

however, that realistic pre-requisites be strongly maintained. As

mentioned in Chapter I, it is brutally cruel to admit a student into

a course or program in which he is doomed to failure from the very

beginning because he lacks the minimum knowledge and understandings

required prior to registering for such a course. It is equally unfair

to the student to encourage him to enroll in a program on the assumption

that supplementary "remedial work" will somehow "pull him thrOugh" .

It is far better for all concerned, and particularly for the student f',

to offer him immediate access to experiences which he can realistically

master (even though they may not carry "college credit for graduation")

and prepare him well for entry in the more advanced exlements of learning.

3. Every adult should have as many options as possible available

to him in the Turusit of realistic educational goals. An Adult

Education System should provide as many options as possible for the

development of human learning potential. The, extent to which the

learning potential of an individual is released depends entirely upon

the efforts and aspirations of the person. The primary obligation,

on the part of the Adult Education System, under this philosophical

assumption, is to consciously devise a sequence of learning units

that serve both as "building blocks" in the framework of a learning

system and as a challenge to the individual to enroll in these

"learning units" one at a time and in any order consistent with his

personal goals and his readiness for such a "learning unit".
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Comprehensive 4. Every adult is entitled to professional assistance and-

Student
Advisement advice on all matters related to his educational development. An

Adult Education System has a brOader responsibility than most educa-

.

tional endeavors. The primary function of any educational enterprise

is td deliver a wide variety of learning modules in the form of

"learning units", courses, field experiences, programs and the like,

/
But in addition, adult education requires that a comprehensive student

service including rounseling, testing, assessment of previous ex-

periences, personal zed program development be established at conven-

ient locations, The advice dispensed under this sophisticated service

utilizes the latest and most appropriate diagnostic toolA and pro-

fessional interpretations from a staff of qualified persons.

Tlie Old and

the New

System Related Foundations

The Adult Education System should retain the best of the old and

introduce the mostpromisigl_of the new. It is often extremely unwise

to abolish a current educational practice, function or organization
.

simply because Lt i,. old. It must he remembered that there must ha

)I

e

been a great deal of "goodness" in the old to have persisted long

enotigh to become "old". Unless the "goodness" of the new holds greater

promise than the proven "goodness" of the old , the change from the

old to the new, in such a situation should not be made at all or, at

least it should be made slowly. On the other *fiend, it would he detri-

mental to the growth and development of any educational system to wait

for every new concept to he proven beyond doubt before it is introduced

into the system. There is a great need to he a little adventurous in

the ever-changing field of education.
Ai*%w

In the preceding paragraph, caution was suggested in abolishing

the old on the basis of age alone. Modern educational thinking calls

for an inquisitive and perceptive open mind regarding new educational
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approaches and innovations. An Adult Education System must constantly

experiment, on a scientific basis, with any new and promising concept

that can be devised by' the human mind. The system should provide a

well supported Action Research staff giving leadership, assistance

and advice to the various innovative projects conducted at vario9

educational centers within the system. The most important function

of research staff is to continually assess the res t of the Action

Research Projects and to validate.the conclusions

resulting from such studies wherever possible. Al

nd recommendations

too often,thousands-

of dollars are sp.nt in educational research with he quasi meaningless

cOnclusion that "the teac1:ers seem to like it" or 'that students

found it helpful". Such conclusions include the ki d of " Pedaguese"

which educators should avoid. In view of the foregoing discussion,

it can _be seen that an Adult Education System should' preserve the

"good" of the old but move boldly forward in embracing the promising

of the new--through experimentation and the application of common

sense,

General Principles Underlyina_the Proaosed

Adult Education System
ti

The adult education concept envisioned in this proposal is pre

dicated on a number or basic assumptions. Obviously, some of them

are extentions of the philosophical foundations discussed in the pre-'

ceding section. These assumptkns are specifically focused upon' the

characteristics, needs, and aspirations of the student as a human'

being. Thus, in designing the proposed Adult Education System for

1

state-wide adoption, it is assumed.

Capacity 1. That each person, as an individual has a limited capacity
limit for
earning for learning. Under this assumption, it is postulated that no one

can teach a, person more than he is inherently capable of learning.

40
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Some educators labor under the myth that given a infinite period of

time even the idiot can learn as much as the genius. In the reallworld

of education, we know that this isEimply not so. Consequently, it

would be an unproductive use of private or public funds trying to

educate some people beyond their learning potential. We must learn

to accept the individual for what he is and not try to encourage him

to attain unrealistic educational goals.

2, 'teat the ability to learn is often selective on the part of

the individual. It is well known that only a very small percentage

of the general population;* capable of acquiring knowledge or mastering

skills over the entire spectrum of learning. On the other hand, it

is fairly well established that most people can master two or three

related areas of learning quite well. Thus, au Adult Education System

should be designed 'o permit a large number of student choices in

.both the content and the method of delivery of learning units.

3. That adults, learners, are as responsive to the Readiness
4

Principle as children and youth. In today's confused state of adult

education, there is little evidence to indicate that any conscious

effort is being made to apply the Readiness Principle to adults.

Neither did the writer perceive any emphasis on adult readiness the

literature or visits to institutions recognized for their advanced

work it adult education. It is automatically assumed that because an

adult wishes to enroll in a course or program, he is ready for it.

Perhaps there is some confusion between motivation and readiness. To

be sure, when a student registers for a course or program, he demonstrated

some degree of motivation, but it does not necessarily follow that he

is ready for.it.

A well conceived Adult Education System must obviously be designed

to educate adults with differing educational backgrounds. They cre

all in van.ous stages of educatioftat readiness. The educational
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characteristics of the group demonstrate the importance of the

Readiness Principle. About 6% of them have never gone beyond the fourth

grade and another 10% never entered grade eight, while an additional

13%, or so, barely completed grade eigh . Although over 50% of American

adults have gone to high school, 40% or ..-bout 2 persons out of 5, of,

this number, are not ready for college w rk because they dropped out

of high school, at the end of their junior year. About one-third of

all American adults recieve a high school diploma. Of ; number,

it is estimated that one out of every 5 high school grach,tes is not

ready to engage in college-level work and perform at the level normally

expected of college freshman. Thus, it becomes abundantly clear that

any Adult Education System designed to meet the adult educational needs

of America must be extremely sensitive to the Readiness Principle. It

should include fool-proof safeguards whereby students will not be

inadvertently assigned to learning tasks, for which they are not yet

ready.

The limited studies made by the writer in this regard seem to

indicate that about 50% of students enrAled in college sponsored

programs for the educar4onally disadvartaLed drop out before the end

of the first year. Can it be that such students are not ready for

the level of work that they are encouraged to undertake? Could this

drop-out rate be substantially reduced if such drop-outs were advised

to enroll in some form of Advanced, or Intermediate Basic Adult

Education Program which carried no college transfer credit but which

would fully prepare them for college credit works/ Much more research

needs to be done in this needed a'ult education endeavor before we

know the answers to the above qu...ions. Obviously, the expenditure

of public funds is not justifiable in any prograz' that educationally

loses 65 of Its students whether or not they re officially dropped
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from the program. Research clearly demonstrated that the performance

level of students given "compensatory education" dropped from "C" to

"D", or one grade, up, .ntering the regular college program and only

35% of.the students starting the compensatory program successfully

3

completed a two-year college program. This study reveals unequivocally

that present approaches in the education of the disadvantaged are

simply not satisfactory and suggests new research efforts devise new

approaches to this type of adult education.

"Triggering 4. That, under certain conditions, an adult can become motivated

adult
motivation" to achieve his learning potential. Motivation, according to educa-

tional psychologists.4

"Motivation is certainly not something the teacher turns on

and off at will, nor can it be thought of solely as an internal

push which "will out" regardless of circumstances. Rather,

it is a process in which the learner's internal energies are

directed toward various goals, objects in his environment".

The implications of this statement for an Adult Education System are

quite challenging. While it is the student himself, who must release

his internal energies for learning, the "triggering" of this release

may be accelerated by external conditions. The Adult Education System

therefore must provide the teacher, supplementary services and the

environment for such motivation to occur. In this connection, it is

necessary that the required external forces conducive to student

motivation be deliberately built into the Adult Education System.

Education and 5. That the interest, abilities, and aspiration of most adults can

the standards
of living be developed into salable skills. The validity of this assumption is

fundamental to publicly supported education. It is extremely difficult

3. John E. Roueche, et.al, Catching Up. Jossey Bass,San Francisco,
1973. p. 58

4. Blair,Jones and Simpson, Educational Psychology. New York:

Mal!Millan Co. , 1962 p.168 43
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/

to justify the expenditure of publ funds for the education of able-
'

bodied adults unless it can be s own that such expenditures are beneficial

both to the adult and the society which supports it. The impact of

public education on the standard of living in the United States is

impressive. If we compare the standard of living of the United States

with/that in other parts of the world where edUcation has not been

emilhasized, we cannot fail to conclude that the American investment

in education has returned a high dividend. This tremendous success was

/
achieved through our present system of education, which has not yet

taken full advantage of the educational potential of a significant pro-

portion of the adult education

In justifying the expenditure of public 'funds for adult education,

it'is hypothesized that the talents and skills of most adults can be

developed into salable skills. It is also conceivable that a given

individual could contribute equally well in two or three careers where

job opportunities are available. Consequently, the Adult Education

System must make an unprecedented effort to encourage adults to transform

their talents and abilitieA into salable skills, which in turn, contribute

to the welfare of society.

6. 'Ghat there can be a "marriale between the talents and abilities

possessed by an individual and the occupational needs of society. This

concept is neither startling nor surprising. In some European countries,

the needs of society have determined the nature of instruction available

to the members of that society. In some cases, government alone has

identified the foreseeable occupational needs of the country and their

government controlled educational establishment supplied the trained

workers.

At the present time, our educational endeavors make little or no
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attempt to halance the number of trained people with the number needed

for given occupations. As a result, we fine ourselves, for example,

with thousands of trained teaches without jobs, and machinists who are

not prepared to work with the sophisticated and programmed lathes of

today. Obviously, there is a demonstrated need for some sort of'long

range planning whereby educational institutions could assist in

balancing the output of trained students in a given occupation with

the number of available jobs in that type of work.

The idea of regimenting students to meet the occupational needs

of the future is neither suggested nor desired. It is frankly repulsive

to Americans. A more acceptable approach might be one that operates

on the basis of encouragement and common sense. The success of this

approach rests almost entirely upon the assumption that the Adult

Educat6 System can effect a "marriage" between the interests and

1

abilitie of the students with the anticipated occupational needs

of society..

American 7. That American adults, for the most part, wish to be independent,

Individuality
intellectually, and materially and to become worthy members of society.

Under this assumption, the Adult Education System must provide theltind

of learning experiences that promotes independent and individualized

thinking. The System must also insure that adults can earn a comfortable

living and enjoy some degree of satisfaction in their chosen careers.

4 5
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CHAPTER III

Current Status of

American Adult Education

Adult Education today is in a state of almost confusion by default.

As indicated in Chapter 1, there seems to be no discernige coordinated

plan for its future growth and development. The sharing of responsibility

for planning and financing of adult education among the several institu-

tions is rather loosely defined. In recent years, it has been changir6

from "nobody's business" to "everyone's business". As a result, more

and more educational institutions have expanded their services to include

some form of adult education. This situation is reaching alarming pro-

portions. The competition for students in adult education between

public and private institutions is driving some private institutions

out of business. The multitude of overlapping functions among the

several public institutions is most distressing.

Public officials are seeing before their eyes a wasteful duplication

in facilities, programs, staff, and instructional materials. When this

waste of public funds is coupled with the destructive effects of the

intense competition among educational institutions for funds, students

and staff, the seriousness of the present state of affairs in adult

education becomes self-evident. On the contrary, there is indeed a

reason for optimism in the successful resolution of the present situation.

The time in now propitious for the coordination, strengthening and

advancement of adult education in America.

Adult education is so broad, complex and far-reaching that it defies

a simple description. On the other hand, if the subject can be sub-divided

into its component parts, the narrative might be less confusing. Adult

education could be described in terms of the type of adult services

currently offered by public schools4 mmunity colleges, four-year.
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colleges and universities, private schools and proprietary institutions.

Such a delineation of function, however, would not fully disclose the

excessive amount of overlapping and duplication of function among the

various types of institutions. A more fruitful approach in this

regard, might be to examine adult education in terms of its functional

characteristics. There is a decided advantage in viewing adult

education as the aggregate of its functional components. The weak

nesses of the present Adult Education System would become readily

apparent. Strengthening could then be focused on each component

function and priorities could be assigned in the event that it was

not economically feasible to improve the entire spectrum of adult

education to the same degree. Also, in attempting to produce order

out of chaos in the present adult education services, the separation

of adult education into separate functions would facilitate the proper

placement of each function within the framework of an Adult Education

System.

A Functional Analysis of

Adult Education

Seven
Elements In developing this summary of functions normally associated with

of Adult
EdUcation adult education, attention is focused on the entire range of adult

learning needs. The list will contain functions now included under

"higher education" as well as those performed by other educational

institutions or agencies. The functions are listed in a sequential

progression roughly in order of academic level, from graduate work

to basic education. Special interest courses are arbitrarily-placed

at the end of the list.

I.
Higher 1. Graduate level. The most advanced level of academic pursuit

Adult
Education for American adults is in the form of graduate work. This type of
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adult education leading to the Master's and/or Doctor's Degree, is

normally offered by universities or their equivalents, such as

Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

11. 2. Baccalaureate Degree level. Academic endeavors leading to

Baccalaureate
College the Bachelor's Degree represent another important function of adult

Studies
education. Such programs are normally available in the United States

in four-year colleges and all of the universities, except those few

which restrict their offerings to studies beyond the Bachelor's Degree.

Associ te 3. Associate Degree level. Another distinct form of adult educa-

Degree
Two Ye r tion is a system of learning that leads to the Associate Degree after

College
normally completing two dears of study. In general, this level of

academic pursuit is offered in community or junior colleges. In some

instances, this level of academic proficiency can be attained by

attending a vocational school which offers the degree in cooperation

with a community college or in the lower division of some four year

colleges.

Basic Adult
Education- 1. Advanced Basic Adult Education. Advanced Basic Adult Education,

three levels
for the purpose of this presentation, includes the knowledge and skills

normally acquired in grades nine through twelve in high school. This

function of adult education is designed to provide a sound academic

foundation for students who wish to pursue college level adult education.

IV. Further details related to this aspect of adult education are presented

Advanced
Adult in the later part of this chapter. Advanced Basic Adult Education

Education
programs now in operation are commonly referred to as "Educational

Opportunity Programs." "Pre-College Programs". "Guided Studies",

"Basic Studies" and "Advanced Studies". These are obviously various

forms of emphemisms for, "Courses or programs designed for students

who are not yet academically ready for normal "college level" work."

.1111111111.Ellr:ie
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The educational deficiencies and weaknesses of these programs are

discussed in Chapter 4.
V.

Intermediate 2. Intermediate Adult Education. This function of adult education
Adult

Education is focused primarily on the knowledge and skills normally covered in

gr-des five through eight. Neither the literature nor visits to various

schools revealed the existence of this adult education function as

defined above. Obviously, educational programs for adults covering

this range of learning are being offered in scattered parts of the

country. Undoubtedly, much of this learning would be included in

hi-lingual programs for adults.

This level of adult education seems to be concealed in the present

maze of disorganized adult education. It is simply blended into the

learning process to a limited degree. Some community colleges are

undoubtedly concerned with this segment of learning. However,not even

at schools with a long history of well-established adult programs,

such as Long Beach City College and the Peralta Colleges in Oakland,

California was there sufficient financial supnort to fulfill this

function properly.
Vii

Primary 3. Primary. Adult Education. This function consists of learning
Adult

Education experiences normally covered in grades one through four, inclusive, in

elementary school. This segment of adult education covers elementary

forms of reading, writing, figuring and conversing. Beyond any doubt,

one of the most advanced and effective Primary Adult Education programs

exists on the Business Technology Campus of Long Beach City College

California. This program is so well developed that it will be described

in some detail in the latter part of this chapter.'

Special Adult Education
VIE.

Ocdupational 1. Occupational Adult Education. The national need for training.
Adult

Education adults for uocational and industrial skills is so urgent that the

..//
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United States Department' of Labor was forced to assume a responsibility

that clearly belongs to e. cational institutions simply because the

plesent American educational system was not prepared for it. This

function has been long ignored d is most needed in a society, such as

ours, where massive scientific de elopMents cause business methods and

technology to change so rapidly tha the required manpower skills are

constantly in a state of flux.

2. S eclat Interest Adult Education. Although this function of

adult education is not bask' to the American economy, it is nevertheless

essential for the mental health and psychological needs of many adults.

'One of the seven Cardinal Principles of Education developed by the

Commission on Reorganization of Secondary Schools in 1918, over a half-

century ago, was "Worthy Use of Leisure Time". Franklin Babbit5 *
in 1924

also stressed the need for "Leisure Occupations". Leisure time is

becoming an integral part of American life. Automation and technology has

been advancing at an accelerated rate. Recognizing that leisure time is

a concomitant of a well developed technology, the need for special interest

education' today is,'greater than it has ever been before.

3. Continuing Adult Education. This element of adult education,

strictly speaking is not a different function but a basic educational

service that embodies all of the seven educational functions listed in

the preceding paragraphs. As will be discussed later, continuing and

part-time adult education has been the most neglected,the least well-

supported and the least well-defined aspects of adult education in the

United States. Herein lies one of the major weaknesses in the American

Adult Education Services.

5. Franklin Babbitt, How To Make A curriculum. Cambridge, Mass.

Riverside Press, 1924 pp 8-31.
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Cufrent Practices in Adult Education

As mentioned earlier, adult education today is in a state of dis-

organized flux. Many of the functions of adult education listed in the

preceding section are being accomplished exceedingly well, some are being

done on a sort of "hit or miss" basis and a few are almmt entirely ignored.

There is also a great deal of variation in the extent to which some of

these functions are being achieved among similar type institutions or

educational systems. And finally, there is considerable overlapping and

duplication of functions among the various institutions, educational

agencies and school systems. This situation; therefore, increases the

difficulty in summarizing some of the major practices in adult education.

At the risk of repeating, names and types of institutions, it might be

more helpful to present a compendium of practices function by function.

Obviously, the adult education actitivies of the various agencies, systems,

and institutions will not fall neatly into the functional package listed

in this presentation. It is hoped, however, that a functional analysis

of the present status of adult education can serve as a base for further

study and development,.

.Current Practices in Graduate Level Education. This function of, adult

education is carried on by the various universities and equivalent institu-

tions. The function is well defined and the practices, for the most part,
1\1.

are quite tracrtional in character. The lecture and seminar approaches

are used widely and research is, indeed, a major emphasis at this level.

Some graduate schools, however, are beginning to place a somewhat greater

emphasis on training its graduates to teach, particularly at the master's

level. The degree of "Master of Arts in the Teaching of " is fairly

widespread and a few of the "lighthouse" universities are beginning to

offer the "Doctor of Arts in the Teaching of ". These degrees, of

course, are in addition to those normally offered at various colleges and

i771
.4 14.
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universities.

College Current Practice in College Level Education. American Colleges

Studies
Four Years and Undergraduate Divisions of Universities are providing high levelt

programs leading to the Bachelor's Dc -e. These programs are also well

defined and almost exclusively reserved for college and universities.

he current instructional practices in many colleges throughout the

country are being reassessed, Innovations are being introduced in many

aspects of college educa ion. The method of instruction is gradually

breaking away from the ." ecture method" and gravitating toward a more

personalized type of ins ruction, such as the "contract method ",

"negotiated instruction" and "shared instruction". Credit toward

graduation is also bein somewhat liberalized. Maby colleges in the

United States will allo a limiied number of semester hours of credit

by examination or for a propr ate life experience.'

A few colleges and a number of state systems of higher education

are exploring the xssible!adoption of some form of college education

without necessarily having to spend time in residence on a given college

campus. A few examples of institutions offering some type of nop-
i

traditional college programs are mentioned below. New York State

has a Regents External Degree program and Empire State College, Illinois

instituted a Board of Governor's Degree Program. Non-traditional programs

leading to the Bachelor's Degree are also offered at Minnesota Metropolitan

State College, the University of Wisconsin at Green Bay, Evergreen State

College in Washington and the University of Massachusetts in the

University Without Walls Program. There are also groups of colleges,

such as the 23 institutions in the Los Angeles area, that are embarking

on a collaborative..ffort to provide a non-traditional college program

via
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Current Practices in _the Associate Degree Level. The Community

and Junior, Colleges of America have every reason to be proud of their,

accomplishments during the past quarter centry. The chief ingredients

for this magnificient progress have been a pinch of innovation, a bushel

of open-mindedness and a barrel of courage. To be sure this experimental*

attitude has produced a few failures, but the number of successes rang-

ing from open admissions to realistic grading and-innovative teat

quite impressive. Most important of all, the community and junior

colleges have resoundingly "democratized education". There are np

favored groups in such institutions whether they are administrators,

ng is

students, clerks, faculty or custodians. Although generalizations are

often dangerous, a visitor would almost always find the atmosphere

within a community college informal, friendly and stimulating. Students

often report that in a community or junior college the instructors are

\interested in them as people. The writer recently visited four large

community colleges on the West Coast and found the atmosphere as

delightful as that which he observed in community colleges on the East

Coast.

Emphasis on Institutions of higher education are normally concerned about

teaching
and service three basic functions-- research, teaching and service. The community

colleges make no secret of their lack of emphasis on research. They

do, however, pride themselves on the other two functions. Teaching

has already been mentioned. Community colleges also have a deep

commitment to community services. They readily respond to a large

variety of requests, such as, short courses, long ones, public forums,

cultural functions, and technical assistance. Community services may

include special instruction for peOple who wish to prepare for the

General Educational Development Test (GED)"in order to receive a

High School Equivalency Certificate.

And finally, community colleges offer a large number of'programs
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and courses for adults. They include quality courses similar to those

found in the first two years of a four year college. In addition they

Para- offer alsophisticated two year program that prepares students for middle
professional
careers. management positions in business, industry, and public services upon

1

graddation.

In some parts of the United States community colleges also respond

to many educational needs of the community regardless of the so-called

"academic level" of the course. Philosophically, community colleges do

not subscribe to "academic snobbishness ". Long Beach City College .

for example, offers many unusual courses, such as those listed below:

Barber SCience Diesel Mechanic

Creative Cooking Small Engine Repair

Carpentry Refrigeration

Hotel Cook Sheet Metal

Baker and Pastryman Marine Electronics

Meat Cutter Welding

Electrial Equipment Repair Lip Reading

Endustrial Sewing Cashiering and, Checking

Ornamental Horticulture Barber Stylist

Auto Mechanics Upholstery

Credit- Do the students receive transfer college credit from these courses?
Transfer and

"in House" They do not. Students are made aware of this when they register for

the courses. Do they receive any credit for them? They do only toward

the particular degree offered by the community college. The college

does not recommend courses such as those listed above for transfer

credit at four year colleges. Student transcripts clearly indicate

the non-transfer classification of the course. The community college

is honest with both the student and the senior college. The student

is not led to believe that he is doing "college level" work when he

54
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is not and the receiving institution is warned that a given course

taken by the student is not considered transferable to a four year

institution.

There is also a noticeable difference in the nature of the offerings

between many of the community colleges on the East Coast and those of

the West Coast. Colleges on the Er )ast have more of a tendency

to concentrate on c(- r-ses more closely identified with the firs, two

of a four year college while those on the West Coast seem to

offer courses to meet adult needs r ,;arale8S cat. "academic lever.- It

is no'.. surprising, for example, to find community colleges in California

Oregon and Washington offeri:,g courses equivalent to second grade

elementary school level, vocational school courses, high school programs

and also a few hybrid programs, such as Barber Science. Compton College'

( California) for example, offers instruction in Asbestos Insulation,

d Airflight attendants. Peralta Colleges in Oakland include courses

in Cosmetology, Drycleaning, Baking, Commercial rood Service,Cinemato-

graphy, Basketball Officiating, Processing and Fabri-ati_on of Plastics

and Shoe Rebuilding. And Port' Community College makes available

to students such courses as Jewelry and Metal Smithing, Automotive

Repair, Commercial Food Preparation, Food Presentation Techniques,

Landscaping Services and Radio/TV Broadcasting. These are outstanding

examples of adult education at their best. Are these adult education

institutions "watering4down" their programs? Indeed, they are not..

All of ,he institutions, and Portland Community Cc.ilege in particular,

go to great lengths to tell the students that such co'irses DO NOT and

ARE NOT intended to car-: COLLEGE TRANSFER CREDIT. This basic policy

and practice is made perfectly clear to the student, to the public

and all senior co:',,ges where these students may apply for admission.
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As mentioned earlier in connectiL with Long Beach City College, courses

of this type do carry "load credit" and can be applied toward certificate

, and diploma programs. Also, under certain clearly defined conditions,

some of these courses can be applied toward the degree offered by the

colle3e, but, as mentioned earlier, they do not carry college transfer

.cedit nor does the college recommend these courses for transfer credit

to a senior institution. When it is realized that Long Beach City.

College, for exampl has been in the "adult education business" for

over a half century, it becomes that we can all profit from

their experiences. By this time, They have undoubtedly identified

and solved many of the academic problems that are likely to occur in

the development of programs, designed for adults. The West Coast

institutions visited by the writer possess many elements that should

be included in the development of any Adult Education System.

Special Current Practices in Advanced Basic Education. As defined in this

Remedial
Education presentatitl, Advanced Basic Education is equivalent to the knowledge

'ad skills normally learned by pupils in grades nine through twelve.

There aro currently hundreds of institutions which are engaged in some

form of activity under this category. The programs for the educationally

disadvantaged are an excellent example. For years, community colleges

!lave b' en confronted witli Lite heaft-beeaking problems of helping

"under educated' people to succeed in college. The Open Door Policy'

has attracted many students to community colleges who are simply not

ready for college work. Many of them are high school graduates who

just barely "pas:;ed" most of their courses and who probably rank close

to the bottom of their high schc,o1 graduating class. Some of the students

- needing help did not even graduate from high school but dropped out

during their junior year or senior year. Just what can be dote with
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Compen- the student who, for example, is not ready for a college course in Freshman

satory

Education English, in Freshman Mathematics, or in beginning Science? For the student

-
who cannot read? For the one who cannot communicate well? For the one

who is not motivated? For the one who wants to but cannot study effectively?

For the one who says "he can't remeh.ber anything he learned in school?" For

the one who is psychologically disturbed? For the one % lacks' a healthy

self-image? For the one who shrugs his shoulders and "I don't know

%

what T Like, what I want to do for a living or whether or not I belong in

school?" For the student who ranked bottom of his graduating class? For

the student who dropped out of high school because he was "failing in

most of his courses?" For the student with a short attention span? For

the one who feels rejected by society? For the student who is overly

aggressive? And for the one who does not adhere to the values of the

dominant culture?

Complex The above list of questions is by no means complete, many more could

nature

of be added. If the problem seems almost impossible to resolve, it is. If

remed ia-

tion it appears a little confusing, it is. If it is challenging, it certainly

is. In fact, hundreds of community colleges throughout the United States

are committing substantial resources both human, and material to deal with

the educationally disadvantaged student and with thoa!who lack adequate

preparation for college work. Unfortunately, the results are not very

optimistic. The writer studied over 25 recent publications on various

aspects related to the education of the disadvantaged and visited at least

three community colleges that Were recommended as centers deeply engaged

\

in the education of disadvantaged students. An intensive analysis of

eight reports of recently completed 'research projects and one publication

on remedial education leads to a number of obsc,vations. At times, it seems

'0?



Disappoint- as if everyone is talking about remedial education or related practices

ing re ults
and indeed, many people all over the United States are trying different

approaches. Unfortunately, there are a few, if any, success stories.

At least, none was reported to the writer from three national informa-

tion centers familiar with this type of activity. The literature seems

to repeatedly indicate that such programs are not successful because of:

a. irrelevant content

b. weak incentives for learning

c. non-existent or unclear goals and objectives

Elusive In his well documented study of Remedial Education Roueche6 says:

and non-

existent "1)There is a pronounced lack of research on the effective-

performance
criteria ness of remediation efforts in community colleges in

terms of assessing academic performance,persistence

and attitudes.

2) Even with the dearth of research the evidence indicates,

that remedial courses and programs in two year colleges,

and in all of higher education, for that matter, have

largely been ineffective in remedying student deficiencies.

3) There is an increasing number of critics of the open-

door college and its implied promise to provide success-

ful learning experiences for all its students."

These observations by Roueche were confirmed by the writer during his

visits to the institutions offering intensive programs in remedial educa-

tion. The facts uncovered during this study point to one inevitable con-

clusion. Despite the best of intentions and, in some cases, large in-

fusions of resources, the primary results are disappointments.

Hope The picture is indeed gloomy but not quite hopeless. Obviously, we

through

research need to stop wasting further funds in this fruitless endeavor. We must

6. John E. Roueche and R. Wade. Catching Op. Remedial Education. San

Francisco: Jossey Bass 1,97,1 p.7
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start all over again with a clean slate, a new philosophy and a more

realistic pedagogicAconcept. After completing a concentrated study of

the research findings and making first-hand observations of the practices

in this matter, the writer was forced.to ask himself the obvious question

that was always taken for granted. "How can an Open-Door College be

everything to everyone?" Indeed, it cannot because all human beings

cannot achieve the same levels of intellectual development. On the

other hares, if our goals change from Open-Door College to Open-Door

Education, within an Adult Education System,we can hopefully provide a

wide variety of learning opportunities for advanceMenE in line with the

intellectual potential of the individual.

Current Practices in Intermediate Basic Adult Education. This

adult education function refers to the level of learning normally in-

eluded in grades five through eight in elementary school. Perhaps, due
1/2

to the manner in which this educational function is defined, there was no'

practice specifically related to it. Neither the research nor the reading

shed much Light on this segment of adult learning.

Conceivably, certain elements of Intermediate Basic Adult Education

are covered, to some extent, by current efforts in remedial education

which was discussed in the preceding section and by the advanced units

of Basic Adult Education. It can be hypothesized, however, that there

are wide gaps between current programs ca.',-(1 Basic Adult Education and

those offered to students preparing for "college-level" work. The

continuity in the spectrum of learning ranging from the equivalent of

grade one to level of grade twelve is obviously quite weak at the inter-

mediate level. It should also be pointed out that about 10% of the adults

in the United States have not mastered nor acquired the knowledge skills,

included under the Intermediate Basic Adult Education.

Current Practtces in. Primary BasicAdult.Educatiam. In current
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practice the term Primary Basic Adult Education has different meanings

to different people. In some instances, it simply refers to basic

instruction in reading, writing and arithmetic. In many community

colleges, it takes the form of remedial education for pre-college students.

In programs for adults, conducted by local school districts, it resembles

the content covered in elementary schools. And, at the Denver Skill Center

basic education includes whatever the student needs regardless of academic

levels. For the purpose of this writing, however, Primary Basic Adult

Education is defined quite specifically. It includes all of the learnings

ani skills normally acquired in grades one through four, inclusive. This

span of learning is equivalent to that covered in primary school.

Unlike Intermediate Basic Adult Education Programs, Primary Basic

Adult Education Programs are found in all parts of the United States

in one form or another. Furthermore, they are not confined to any one

type of institution or system. Public school systems provide a large

number of Primary Basic Adult Education Programs, usually through their

adult education programs located in high school facilities. Community

colleges and four-year colleges also participate in this type of education.

Some of them are quite innovative, such as the Open Learning Adult Center

in Boston. Several excellent Primary Basic Adult Education Programs on

the West Coast were visited by the writer upon the recommendation of the

of the'Clearing House for Junior Colleges at the University of California

at Los Angeles or at the suggestion of the United States Office of Educa-

tion. These institutions included Long Beach City Colleges, Compton

College, Peralta College, (Oakland) and Portland Community College (Oregon).

The Primary Basic Adult Education Program at Long Beach City College

60
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It was indeed the most outstanding program that came to the attention

of the writer during this study. It is not just an adult education

program. It is a unique "system of learning". The present program

is the product of years of experimentation and development. The

techniques are creative, educationally sound and outstandingly effective.

Tailored The program is developed beyond the stage of individualization. It

Program
can be said that it has now reached the point of complete personaliza-

tion. The director of the program described it as "a program that is

tailored for each person", and it really is, from initial interview to

final learning task of the basic learning activity.

The Pre-test

The

Interview

The Long Beach City
.

College Program is so well developed that it

might be helpful to describe its salient features. A rather ingenious

initial test is given to the student in an informal setting. The student

is simply requested to go down tho alphabet and write three words

beginning with each letter. This test, serves as a basis for the first

interview with the student. This simple test shows the student's'

vocabulary level, his ability to spell, his areas of interest and the

non-standard English expressions used within certain sub-cultures.

During the initial interview, the student's objectives are established

and the approximate levels of achievement needed for, him to reach these

,,/
igoals are determined. The student is then prepared -in n aninformal non-

threatening way for certain locally produced measurement tests which

provide the instructor with information regarding the student's preSent

Placement level of achievement. Upon the completion of the testing, the student

Test
and the instructor plan together which materials and time schedules are

best suited to take the student from where he is to where he wants to go.

A teacher aide then shows the student how to utilize the materials and

how the student records his progress.
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Personalized The student works with self- instructional materials completely

student
progreqs on his own and at his own pace. When a student has completed his

immediate objective, he reports to the teacher for re-assignment.

The student does not automatically move to the next unit upon reaching

a given plateau. The teacher reviews his test results, examines how

fast he moved through the work unit and how well he has grasped the

main concepts. He may need some strengthening. If so, he is assigned

to a different form of the same work. If not, he moves to the next

unit. And finally, the student is told realistically how much time he

needs to spend in the laboratory to reach the new agreed upon goal.

The import- The Director and head teacher stressed again and again that treating

ance of record-
keeping the student as a unique human being and good record-keeping contribute

Quality and
economy

to the success in this prOgram. Student progress is used diagnostically

in advising the student. The record forms are simple but complete.

Each student has a folder with his records in it. This file is

always accessible to the student who is constantly aware of his progress.

It also contains information that. can be used effectively during student-

teacher conferences. Students are encouraged to work in the laboratory

rather than at home where they may have distractions.

This system is economically efficient. The averageload per hour

per teacher is 25 students. Obviously, students come in and out. At

present the professional teaching staff consists of a full-time teacher

and two part-time certificated persons. The Assistant Director

recommended that elementary school teachers be recruited for this type

program. The teacher aides are para-professionals and work on an hourly

basis. Thus, the total financial load, for all personnel is equivalent

to a normal load of 25 students per professional teacher per hour. The

cost is being kept surprisingly low for the high quality level of the
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limited personalized service available for the student. This program

has reached the point of increasing returns where one dollar of additional

support would pay for several dollars worth Of additional service.

Present Practices'in Adult Career Programs . Certain aspect) of

It should be quickly added, however, that community colleges are not the

only institutions offering these programs. There are also proprietary

institutions, private colleges and institutes as well 'as public school

districts that offer Lhese pre-college level(defined in Chapter 5)

occupational programs such as those in automobile repair, machinist,

airline flight attendants, food preparation, clothing construction,

upholstery, carpentry, refrigeration, seamanship, sheet metal work,

welding, aircraft maintenance, cosmetology, drafting, appliance repair

service, garment manufacturing, landscaping, mechanical maintenance,

marine maintenance and scores of other similar occupations.

Undesirable There is obviously such a great need for provicing adult occupational

competition
and unncess- programs, that, in the absence of an Adult Education System, many institu-

ary duplica-
tion tions have become involved in thes programs on a "hit or miss" basis.

As a result, there is a great deal of duplication and competition for

students among various types of institutions. And where these duplications

exist among various types of public institutions such as in. community

colleges and vocational schools there is a an unnecessary and unjustifiable

waste of public funds. Career college level adult programs are universally

recognized as being within the purvue of the community colleges. Unfortun-

ately political expediency seems to prevail over sound economy in many

instances.
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Current Practices in Continuing and Part-time Education. Continuing

and part-time education is a major aspect of adult education. It is, by

far, the least supported and the most disorganized effort in American

education. In some cases, the duplication of effort among institutions

is unnecessarily competitive and notoriously wasteful of limited educa-

tional funds. At the present time, continuing and Ipart-time education

is generally conducted in the evening, during weekends, and in the late

afternoon. For the purpose of this discussion, continuing education,

and part-time eduction are synonomous. For budgetary reasons, however,

it is sometimes necessary to differentiate between part-time education

and continuing education. In these cases, part-time education includes

students enrolled in the regular college programs for less than a full

load. Continuing education includes all the other part-time students.

This definition is indispensible in those states where part-time students

are funded by the state and continuing education is not. In these.

instances, the tuition for students enrolled in continuing education

may be three or four times as high as students in the regular courses.

In order to avoid this inequitable and unfair dual standard some states

have adopted a promising funding formula based upon full-time student

equivalent regardless of whether a student is enrolled in a full -time

day program art-time program or in the continuing education program.

Accordingly. .e writer has centralized continuing education and part-

time education under continuing adult education.

As mentioned earlier, continuing adult education today represents

the weakest link in American adult education. It occupies a sort of

"no-man's land" and belongs to no overall system of education. In

reality, the effort is still fragmentary and uncoordinated. At the

present time, continuing adult education, in various forms, is offered

by private colleges, universities, proprietary institutions, local

school districts and ,schools operated by industry. Each unit is.operating
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independently from the other and with little regard for national or

regional trends. The object seems to be, "If so many students demand

it, we will teach it". It cannot be denied that demand is an important

criteria but there are indeed others equally as important, such as, the

following: " Is anyone else offering the same programpin this area?

Will there be jobs for the number of people demanding the training?

Can the Cost to the taxpayers or the student be reduced if we combine

our efforts with other institutiors? Can this demand be combined with

a broader existing program that would be of greater benefit to the

student?" And, there are many more other questions that could be asked.

Continuing education programs that are offered by several sectors

of public education often result in duplication of effort, competition

for students and funds, and.often represent a waste of funds. In

some instances, the argument is posed that public continuint adult education

programs are self-sufficient. As such, the:tudent pays a tuition that

covers expenses and, therefore, duplication, if any, does not occur at

the expense of the taxpayer. Let us, for a moment, analyze this argument

from the standpoint of "self-liquidating" continuing adult education

programs offered by local school districts, community colleges, state

colleges and public universities.

n most of the programs, the student pays the full cost of faculty,

salarieS. Additional costs are often borne by the taxpayers. These costs

include administration (college presidents or superintendent of schools)

supervision (deans,priucipais, department heads, curriculum directors

and the like), library services, the production of instructional materials

and secretarial services. The nature of these expenditures is not

objectionable or inappropriate, per se. More specificall.,, the major

issue is not whether or not public funds should be used for the expenses

listed above, but whether or not, duplication of programs can be justified

65
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on the purported reason that such programs are self-liquidating and

therefore represent no waste of public funds. Thus, duplication of

programs and competition for students and funds among publicly supported

institutions in continuing adult education cannot be endorsed on such

questionable grounds.

There are currently at least two major points of view regarding the

funding, staffing and operation of continuing adult education. In many

parts of the United States, and particularly on the West Coast, con-

Single tinuing adult education is considered as part of the total educational

standard
principle function of an institution. There is no difference between the regular

and continuing education programs with respect to staffing, programming

and financial support. Regular faculty members teach in the evening or

on Saturdays as part of their regular load. Students may attend classes

anytime between 8:00 A.M. and 10:00 P.M. or later. Tuition and fees

are levied on the same basis for all students. This is obviously the

best approach from the standpoint of the student. He receives an educa-

tion in the continuing adult education program that is equivalent to

that available to regular students in quality, content, and cost. A

second common practice in nroviding continuing adult education is to

establish a quasi-independent self-liquidating supplementary school

at the same location and using the same facilities as those used by

students enrolled in the regular program. In this case, the tuition

and fees are usually set at a level sufficient to cover the cost of

instruction and a modest amount of supplementary services. While many

of the regular faculty members may teach one, and in some cases two,

additional courses in the continuing adult education division for

additional pay, adjurtt faculty are also employed to teach one or two

courses in this program as needed.
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Almost without exception, the cost of tuition and fees for continuing

education students is considerably higher than that paid for the same

education by students enrolled in the regular program for the same

courses. Under this practice, continuing adult education is not viewed

as a public responsibility. The students are the losers, while the state

or school districts saves money'by assuming that all adults can afford

the higher cost of continuing education. Can they, really?

67
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Conceptual Features of An

Adult Education System

A review of the information presented in the preceding chapters

clearly demonstrates the necessi of re-examining the adult education

function on a state-wide basis. The unmet needs of adult education in

America are impressive indeed. There is a compelling need for programs

in Primary, Intermediate and Advanced Adult <Education for approximately

20 million persons
7 25 years old or older. There is also an urgent need

to educate a potential of 35 million additional Americans :rho could

profit from educational opportunities for retraining or reeducation.

Realistically it is not expected that all of the pe-sons included in the

above figures of potential students would take advantage of additional

education even if the opportunity were available. On the other hand,

if only one in five persons who could profit from adult educational

opportunities enrolled in such programs, the need would still be enormous--

over twelve million persons over the age of 25 could be in the market

for such programs if they were available. This figure is conservative

because the number of potential students between the ages cif 19 and 25

are not included in these figures. In reality, the case for substantiating

the urgent need for an Adult Education System is even stronger than the

above figures would indicate.

The summary of present practices in adult education reveals the

weaknesses, confusion and ineffectiveness of the present uncoordinated

approach to adult education. Clearly, there is no organized, overall

7. Bureau of Census, United States Department of Commerce . Statistical

Abstract of United States, 1973.
6'S
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Present framework within which these vital functions of adult education can be
adult educa-
tion-confused performed. Neither is there evidence cf any systematic regional or
ineffective,
and dis- state-wide approach to the problem. To be sure, over the past. decade

appointing

Adults need
education
at all
levels

LBasic adult

system

American
school

education-
the weak st
link in

there has been a massive infusion of federal funds for adult education

through the Department of Labor, the United States Office of Education

and the United States Office of Economic Opportunity. There is no

convincing evidence that these funds produced the desired results. In

some instances, such funds were even made available to non-educational

agencies which laded both the staff and expertise to use the funds to

the best educatimal advantage. They did the best they could under the

circumstances, because there was no local, or state, regional mechanism

to assist them. It is therefore, quite obvious, tha some form of state-

wide Adult Education System covering a broad spectrum of educational

functions is needed.

As this study of adult education progressed, it became increasingly

char that the .L.1 for this basic educational t.nct-ion permeates through

every academic level of education. It also became evident that adult

education is s- basic to the national welfare, that it should be treated

in the same f.Ction as prc-college education currently provided for

children 'nd youth. Thus, adult Education is envisiored as a state

responsibility in the same manner as public school education. Consequently,

here is a vital need for each state to make every effort to expand its

Adult Education System. in a form that compliments the extsting administra-

tivs structure of higLer education.

The conceptual guidelines presentecl'in this chapter are designed to

assist educators in any scat.: to develop a coordinated state approach

to adult education. As mentioned earlier, the most conspiculus weakness

of current adult education is not at the college and university level

but in basic ndult education, from primary through advanced, and in
4; 9
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adult occupational education preparing people ov r 19 years of age

for the jo!' world. Where does an adult train a re-train for *he

ever 'changing job skills in a dynamic society, such al the United

States? The basic features of an Adult Education System presented in

the following sectio's are not envisioned as the sine-qua-non of adult

education but rath as a compendium of philosophical considerations

underlying the creation of an adult education system on a state-wide-'

' basis. As each state begins to explore ways and means of resolving

the problervof adult education, it will undoubtedly expand the list

of philosophical foundations ident-fied in this study. Each state

should seek to design an Adult Education System that places the res-

ponsibility for the education of all persons 19 years or older under

a single state governing or cOordinating board.

The suggested conceptual features o: a state-wide Adult Education

System are listed below:

1. The Proposed Adult Friucat4on System embodies several distinctly

defined and discrete edulational function'.

The Adult Education System envisioned in this study embraces the

seven basic sub-systems of adult education defined in Chapter III,

pages 33 to 36 . These discrete functions are so articulated

with each other as to provide a continuum of learning from wherever

the student is educationally to wherever he is realistically capable

of reaching. Part-time and continuing education is not considered a

separate element of adult education but rather as an aspect of education'

that permeates through each of tie fundamental elements.

Chart 1 contains all of the basic elements of adult education

identified in this study and shows the inter-relationship of one function

to the other. It also reveals the multiplicity of options available to

students as they progress from element to element and from level to level.
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Multiple Chart 1 also depicts the manner *which a student might advance
options

for adults educationally within an Adult Educatioa System. This feature of the

system can be best illustrated by Citing an ecample. Let us assume

that a young man, about 25 years of age, would like to "go back to

school . Let us further assume that he dropped out of school at the

age of 16. He inquires at an Adult Education Center, which will be

described later, and after testing and interviewing learns that he

should resume his adult 'education at a level somewher-e-between grade

S and 6 in the basic areas of_Learmilig. He enrolls as a part-time

student in the Intermediate Basic Adult Education Program operated

by a State Board and achieves the required competencies for that basic

level of education in one year. At this point, according to Chart 1

he has the option of terminating his studies and staying in the job

world and perhaps qualifying for a higher level occupation, or he may

choose to enroll in an occupational program of his choice for advance-

ment in the job world. Or, he may enroll in the Advanced Basic Adult

Education Program where he would receive a high school diploma upon

successful completion of the course or a high school equivalency certifi-

cate upon passing the General Educatinnal Development Test. (GED). If

he had chosen the occupation route, he could have been trained for a

wide variety of occupations such as clerk,bookkeeper, typist,salesman,

carpenter, electrician, auto mechanic, and sheet metal worker and many

others demanded by business, industry and government. The achievement

of this goal would not necessarily constitute terminal education for the

student. In due time, he could still continue up the academic ladder

by enrolling in an appropriate career program at a community college.

The remainder of his potential educational progress is self-evident

from Chart 1.
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An articu- Chart 1 is also a "flow chart" of articulated adult education
lated
Adult depicting numerous student options. The solid lines indicate the

Education
System most probable line of progress for student participating in the adult

education programs. The dotted lines denote possible but not likely

"P.

student progress routes. For example, it is conceivably possible

for a student completing a career occupation course in "television

repairing" to be admitted directly to a four-year college, particularly

one specializing in industrial arts. But it is more likely that he

would continue his studies at a community college where he could

advance toward an associate degree in Electronic Technology.

Theoretidally , the student may have many options. But each element

of the Adult Education System is clearly defined as to scope and func-

tion so that the student progresses smoothly from point to point in

adult education. In the example cited in the preceding paragraph,

it was assumed that the student was primarily concerned in developing

the knowledge and skills required for the job world. While the student

may or may not be aware of it, the system makes it possible for him to

climb the career ladder through the community colleges. In order to

provide these options effectively and efficiently, the function of

ea h element must be clearly delineated so that it becomes a vital

linkijoining two successive elements in the system. Strict limitation

of function is important, however. No single element of the system

should endeavor to be everything to everyone. For example, in the

case cited above the Adult Occupationsal Program should not attempt

to prepare a student for admission to an engineering school or a

liberal arts college. V( would be the responsibility of the Advanced

Basic Adult Education element of the system to address itself to this

goal.
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And finally, Chart I shows that continuing education is the

essence of the Adult Education System. The dot and dash lines on

the periphery of the diagram point to the innumerable types and levels

of continuing adult education. The diagram clearly shows tkat the

need for continuing adult education is not primarily confined to high

school and college level, but exists at all levels of learning. The

diagram also reveals that continuing adult education is so broad.-in

scope thc': it spreads throughout the entire spectrum of the Adult

Education System.

The Adult Education System, presented in Chart 1, places the

education of all adults within the purview of an expanded form of

higher education. This placement is rational, proper and justifiable.

Traditionally, higher education was always responsible for the educa-

tion of college bound persons who are adults. It is logical and

reasonable therefore to include the education of all adults within

the higher education level regardless of academic level.

2. Adult education is a state function. The responsibility for

the general' supervision and coordination of all adult education rests

within a single state board of adult education or its equivalent.

Adult education is envisioned as a state function. To a greater degree

adult education is already an accepted responsibility of the state.

Without exceptions, all states provide publicly. supported colleges

and universities. Such institutions serve adults, normally persons 19

years or older. In a very few states, community colleges are also

fully state-supported. By far, however, most of the states partially

support locally governed and locally established community colleges.

.3In these instances, there is usually a coordinative relationship

between the SCate Board of Higher Education or its equivalent
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and the locally sponsored community college. At this time, therefore,

the extent to which the states have assumed responsibility for adult

education is virtually limited to various types of college education.

There is indeed a far greaten. -state responsiblity for adult educa-

tion than is the case currently. Of the seven functions of adult

More state education identified in this study, all states recognize two of them,

support
needed namely, Adult Education-Bachelor Degree Level and Adult Education-

Graduate Studies. The element, Adult Education -Associate Degree, Level

is recognized by all states and fully supported by only a few of them.

The state responsibility for adult education should include the three

levels of basic adult education and adult career education. The state

system should also become involved in continuing and adult education

at all levels. The state should also encourage and support non-traditional

approaches, such as the Open University and Adult Open Learning Centers.

3. The Adult Education System maintains and promotes an Action Research

Center for adult education and provides an Instructional Materials

Production Service for non-traditional adult education.

Advancement Under this proposal, the research and development of new and

with new
knowledge promising techniques for educating a -1ults is an essential component of

the Adult Education System. The proposed overall concept envisions

adult education as the composite of seven sub-systems. The first three

or four of these sub-systems (as shown in Chart 1) are currently in a

state of disarray. For the most part, instructional techniques are now

derived intuitively by dedicated teachers. Frequently, very little

factual information is available to the teacher regarding the effective-
/

ness of such practices. Thus, the need/for a scientific study of

these techniques and the effectiveness of the sub-systems themselves

is urgent if the maximum educational return per dollar expended isflto

be achieved. Pilot projects mus$ be created so that various promising

viS
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approaches in the education of adults can be developed and tested

using reliable research techniques. Thus, if the maximum economic

efficiency for adult education is to be realized, each state should

establish an Action Research Center for adult education for the purpose

of creating new instructional methodologies and scientifically testing

old ones. The proposed Action Research Center is not to be confused

with on-going pule educational research at universities'. The Center

envisioned in this proposal is established by the Adult Education

System and the research is conducted in educational settings within

the system. Action Research is focused on the testing and evaluation

of practical applications of promising theoretical concepts. Pure

educational research should remain the province of the university.

The implementation of research findings and the introduction of

Action nationally accepted adult instructional techniques may involve the

research
leads to production of new teaching and learning materials. Thus, the Adult

new teaching
materials Education System must be prepared to develop instructional materials

that cannot be obtained from commerical sources or be produced within

the local institution of learning. The Instructional Materials Pro-

duction Center would be responsible for developing and producing

teaching materials such as correspondence courses, video tapes,special

work books, cassettes, science kits, records, computer managed

instruction programs, question bank for computer generated tests,

c/television and radio programs. The Action Research Center mentioned

above would also be responsible for testing the effectiwuess of these

materials developed in the Instructional Materials Production Center.

4. The Adult Education System supports and governs the State

Open University or similar type college program.

State Open The Board of Adult Education or its equivalent is responsible for

University
the non-traditional college-level program such as the Open Lniversity

trU
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or University Without Walls. As will be described later, this

educational function will be performed through a network of Adult

Education Centers as a basic sub-system of the Adult Education System

using, to 'Allest extent possible, existing staff, facilities, programs

and proven techniques in both the private and public sectors of higher

education.

5. The Adult Education System maintains a network of "Adult Educa-

tion Centers"distributed throughout the state to promote student

accessibility to education.

The Adult Education System is centralized in administration but

decentralized in operation. It is proposed that Adult Education

(Operational) Centers be distributed throughout the state and wherever

possible, located on existing college campuses for the purpose of

promoting student accessibility to education. The Director of the

Adult Education tenter is responsible to the central office of the

Adult Education-System. Under this concept, the college where the

Center may be located perfurms a different function from that ascribed

to the Adult Education Center--hence, the Center is not subject to

the control of the college because the Center performs an entirely

different function from the college. On the other hand, there is a

close working relationship between the Center and all colleges and

schools within its area both public and private. The administrative

singularity of the Center is necessary to preserve the discrete

functions of the Adult Education System and to protect the integrity

of each element, particularly that of the host college.

6. The Adult Fducation System provides complete educational

services at locations distributed throughout the state.

Conveniently Under the proposed Adult Education System, all adults will have

located educa- easy access to a comprehensive cluster of student services through a
tional services
within the network of Adult Education Centers which will be described in the next

state
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section of this narrative. These services should provide for the

wide dissemination of all information regarding programs, educational

opportunities and .0 related to adult education. Such services

should also include testing, advisement, counseling, personalized student

programs, working with the student to establish realistic educational

goals, personalized study projects, assistance in promoting student

progress and student job placement.

The student. services envisioned under this plan arc extraordinary.

domprehen- Lu add_Lt-ion to-Lhose Ijsled above, the service is also focused on the

sive

student educational progress of .1n student. Advisers coefully asses!, student

services
progress for diagnostic purposes. Complete records of student progress

are maintained by student advisers at the Adult. Iducalion Centers for

all adult education srndents enrolled at the Centers. Whenever the

student adviser deems it helpful to the student, the adviser arranges

for a conference with the student to discuss student progress, or lack

of it and ttl make appropriate program changes and to offer assistance

in academic matters.

Educational .ie:'vies conceived under this proposal are quite broad

in scope. Student advisers also serve as an important link bctwcen the

student and the several colleges that are located within commuting dis

tance from the boon of the student. Many adult' students may wish to

participate in continuing or part-time college education programs. In

these instances, the adviser plays an import nt role. He makes certain

that students become accolainled with the wide variety of on-going college

programs that arc available to him. 1k contactsappropriaLe colleges and

universities in behalf of the student. He ma; olp4ist admission officers

at various existing institutions of higher education by supplying

important ba,kground htfotnwtion regarding the potential and aspirations

of a given student. He is sort of an educational "ombudsman".
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7. The Adult Educat ion lystom is cent ral i zed in admin i st rat i on

and decentralized in operation.

Central ized As indicated earlier, the statewide Adult Lducat ion System is

in planning- -

decentralized under the direct control of a :Jingle state hoard but it operates,

in act ion

through a network of Regional AJu I L. Educat ion Cent ers. Administratively,

the Director of Adult Educat ion Center is responsible to the chief

state exeunt ive of ficer designated by the State Board of Adult Education

to administer the Adult Educat ion System. Pune t ional I y , the Director

of the Regional Adul t Educat ion Center is responsible for the operat ion

of his Center within the policies established by the state board.

Differen-
tiated func-
tional res-
ponsibility

Network of
regional
centers

Although he en joys a considerable degree of autonomy, al 1 local programs

are coordinated through the chief executive officer of the Adult

Educat ion System.

1 he proposed AduIt Educgt ion System is organized in A« ordance with ,

the principle of ''di f ferent iat ed fine t ional resp.ps ibi I ity". The seven

discrete [inlet ions shown on Chart I ale sub-s,-41 ems within the Adult

rducal ion System. Each sub-system i kept s(parate and clistiuet from

the other so that it can be assignid in Loto to a given administrative

unit in an effort to el imi nate dup i eat ion of function by two or more

agencies within the sy,,teM and to minimize competition between the

several soh - systems tor programs, students and funds. As will be seen

later, the responsibility for administering several sub-systems of t:he

adult edit( a t ion program is assigned to spe( i t is administrative i s

within the Adult Education System.

8. The Adu i I 1.:(1w at ion _Sy:aemoperat es tin-eti.811 net_work of

Regional Ado I t Edp, at ion Comlers servinjseveraI distinct ) nnkt lonS

I lie Regional Adti 1 I Ethic at ton ( enters into idnced in t he preceding

section repti,ent the d(eentralized operational units of the ci:ntralized
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Adult Education System. Each administrative unit is under the direct

jurisdiction of the Chief Adult EducatTon Officer of the state. Regard-

less of the location of the Adult Education Center, hereinafter referred

to as the "Center" on Or off a college campus, the Director of the

Center is responsible to the Chief Adult Education Officer in the central

office. For psychological reasons, however, this Center should be

located, on a college campus public, private or proprietary whenever

possible. Each Center performs three major functions. Each_one is

described briefly below. It is imperative that the functional res-

ponsibility of each Center be clearly delineated in order to eliminate

or minimize any duplication of effort among the various institutions

within the Adult Education System offering adult oriented programs.

New educational a. The Regional Adult Education Center provides a comprehensive

services for
American program of student services for adults. Since this function has already

adults
been discussed, a summary is in order. Briefly, the Regional Adult

Education Center provides a multitude of educational services for adults.

These basic services include guidance, counseling, testing, educational

advisement and a preliminary assessment of the potential academic value

of life experiences. It does not, however, duplicate services already

available to the student in the colleges and universities where he may

be enrolled. For example, the Center should not monitor the academic

progress of a given student who can avail himself of such advisement from

counselors at the college '.'here he may he reOstered in a part-time

day program or in the (ening division 1 that institution.

b. The Regional Adult Education Center orevides andior coordinates

all instruction i i four major areas of b.c(ic adult education. These

function., are listed below as they appear in Chart 1.
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1) Primary Basic Adult Education

2) Intermediate Basic Adult Education

3) Advanced Basic Adult Education

4) Career Adult Education-Occupational

A unique feature of the proposed Adult Education System is that it

has the responsibility of providing, directly or indirectly, the

full spectrum of basic adult education through its Regional Adult

Education Centers. St:co-educational-services include all of the:-

basic educational reeds of adubits ranging from learning associated

with the first grade of eleme tary school to that normally related

to the completion of grade -we've in high school The four basic

adult education functions listed above are within the exclusive

jurisdiction of the Center. Wherever possible some of this instruction

may be contracted to educational ageni:ies. ln these cases, the super-

vision and coordination and financial support for such programs rests

entirely with the Center. riis position is absolutely essential for

the efficient operation of an Adult Education System within a given

state. The writer has concluded from this study that it is precisely

the lack of this position that is currently contributing to the

chaos, confusion and duplication in adult education. Because respon-

sibility is not clearly delineated for the education of adults,

everyone is trying to do everything. Many colleges, for example, are

providing high school level programs to College students in the form

of remedial programs or supplementary education. A few colleges are

even giving students college credit toward graduation to those who

are doing elementary or high school level work. Regardless of merit

of this practice, under a unified Adult Education System, it will be

possible for d properly staffed Regional ;Mull. Education Center to
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Maintaining prepare students who are capable of doing college level work, for

the high

standard successful .completion of solid freshman level courses offered at

of college
credits various colleges within a state without "watering down" the credit

toward

graduation requirements for the college degree.

This function Of the Center is also-designed for the student who

is educationally disadvantaged and for the adult who has been forced' to

drop out of school for whatever reason. In additioh the Center can

effectively provide the educational needs of people who cannot communicate

in English involving programs where English is a 'second language. lihese

/
functions undoubtedly pose the greatest educationalchallenges or .i

adult education. Present approaches to remedial or s plemental t

1

education leave much to he desired. The willin ; es:; of eolleges and 1

universities to admit students who dojtot meet the

admission is commendable in con&-ipt. but polenttally cruel

student. As mentioned earlier, the outcome of the heroic vfforts on

the part of dedicated colleges in the form of remediation fur these

ill-prepared students has been very disappointing. So 0 colleges

have had a naloral tendency to lower the academic expectations of all

students in order that the ill-prepared students may "pass". This

practice is often justified at such colleges under the guise of

normal

ci

standards of

to the

"realist ic academic expectations". The prime iple is excellent but

its application is questionable in this case. Thder the proposed

Adult. Education System academic standeds and student expektations

Lowering need not be lowered. !Id-prepared dudents aced not be enrq-11(A in

student.

frustra- classes wl iheir (bailee for .u(cess is low and the probability

tions-not
academic of frustration and failure f higa. One of the majoi. tasks of the

standards
Regional rduratim Center is to raise Lh ;lead li performance of

the individual student to the pre -re qnisice vel before he enrolls

in d col ege course. The Center al4) scies 11 important (anti ion
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lor some students who are already enrolled in college conrie,, Ilia who

need a quick revic,:y7Of courses they may have completed a number of years

earl icy in ;141 school.

gional Although Lho Regional Adult Education Centir assumes the hil:

Adult
Education responsibi/ity for all pre-college level wc-k for a.ults regardless of

Centers
the new academic level) it does not ne,!essarily conduct all instruction at the

catalyst
of adult Regional Centr, lisofar as possible, the Center serves as the agent

education
rlirough which the high school level courses or tutoring service is

Occupational
options for

adults

arranged. Toachiirg or tutoring may take ploce on dEV ex:stiny public

campus when 'he need 'for such !ustruction arise- in the rcgion. When

space and staffim, is r liable in local school district-, skrving grades

one LI -ough twelv in( lusive, the Tlilector oi the Conte make every

effort to avail himself of such staff and fa, ilities. The Adult Education

System compensates the school_ district for such adult teaching. In the

event that no agency can supp:y the needed educational services for

adults, the Director may then in consultation with the Chic' Lxecutive

Offic_i take steps, to est-ihlish classes, programs and subsidiary centers

in the region to meet such needs. fir: choice of location for

adult instruct_ional activities should be located on college and univer-

sity campuses. this practice i3 psychologicail,- sound in relat ion to

the student and economically efficient from the 'standpoint of maximum

use of existing college and universit; facil'te .

lie tenter i, also expected to provide in,,t ruction in 'in occLpa-

t ional areas. Thi , ; n.n L ion however, is t I (It:. more complex and

intriguing than tt s wuti,ned above. It dIk ,hIr, a few challenges

and many exciting opportunities. The majoi (illy fulfilling

Chi f unc t ion of ,idit c doc<it ion I ics rd inat ion et -Tee i a i zed

.acilities. .Althontli the Cent er (oul0 theoretically loyide direct

io-it met ion it, oc«ipat ional (-ducat ion, tip' ' i / I
-oqui cd to
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accomplish this goal are highly specialized, costly and not always

available where they are needed. Eventually, 'e pending; upon the nature

And magnitude of the demand, the Regional Adult Education Centers could

provide specialized lacilities which are high in demand and ;hart in

supply. initially the Centers should make every effort to contract

with either a community college or a vocational school for such facilities.

Many vocational sc hools are vacant in the late afternoon', and on Saturdays.

Some are not ustd in the evening when /man\' part-time and conth'iling

education adults could utilize such facilities. lor psychological

reasons, shops and laboratories for the occupational education of adults

should be located on college campuses.

The loc al c. The Re_gional Adult Education Center is, in fact the regional

arm of the

Open arm oaf the state. Although the Open Universit\ is administered by the

University
central staff under the Chief Adult lducatioi 011ker, the Regional

Adele Educat ion Center tis the focal point of action for students

enrolled in the Open University. The Center, in a sense, be comes the

facilitating agenc... for the State Open University. Under the policies

and guiddines from the central office, the Center mai arrange for

stuck' ing, for administering of examinatins, for field experiences

anu udy projects. 'the Center works c iose'y with colleges and

universities in the region in the development of the Open University.

'the Center also refers student to existing courses and programs offered

by both the public and private ()11Pge', within tlu' region. The Center

may serve as a catalyst in promoting cooperat ion among the colleges and

universities in relation to the maximum utilization of exis,hrg nrogram,,

and in the sharing of facilities, such (P, costly laboratories, computers

and libraries. And finally, the Centel assist', ';tLlents in obtaining

degrees from existing colleges in cooperation with the State Op( ii Eniversity.
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rhe Adult rducation Center as presently envisioned does not provide

Minimum college-level ;nstructien. Again, this limitation is vital to the elimina-

instruction
Maximum tion of duplication. All traditional col lege -level instruct ion regardless

coordina-
tion of nature and type can be provided by the community colleges, four-year

colleg and universities, both public and private. Non-r.raditional

approaches to adult education such as home study courses, television,radico,,

cable television and computer based ('ours('. are under the jurisdiction

of the central administrative unit of the Open University. The Regional

Center will provide ill local student services for the Open University

in the form of testing, distribution and collection of instructional

materials, arranging seminars and the On the other hand, the

Regional Center is nut responsible for staffing, teaching and the pro-

ductic..n of instructional mate' idls required by the Open University.

If, oer(hance, there is a college or e,liversity offering non-traditional

programs for adults, the Regional Center should endeavor to contract

with this institution for the' services desir(d by the students enrolled

in the State Open University.

9. The Adult I ducntion_S1( m ma_mi7es ,tn utili/ation of existing
_

Full use
of existing mall and Tacilities on (1 «Kqivo
staff and
facilities In the development of tbi,. propw.nt, it h(Ch oq'Al.pod that a

large variety of educational programs for ,tdult,, are already being offered

by local school vat o and proprit 't 11-V itiSt I lit l'fr,, 1" 01 10g0c;

and universities. Cent I edlidt 11 n bA h00111 I r it t CA11

( d (1 ( At ion t or many d i, . t_111(b ' 1 Iii I ' , prop, II adult edu( ion

simpl7 unified and ,o((Winat(d ..tnit:r -,1111,,h, hoard for admtnis'..ra-

t I'J. purpo,ws, lit I v, the -t tt t d01<1 Lit i i i

adult edncatien

illy', pt ("ils

re-Aqtt t y on. ',mat ion

.111(1. ey., 1.1 .Ion It ((, 1, it >1I Sh0li I i e (H,Itlt. Ii>

iZ both O,Y, `.1(II If 1, , and f.,t (Ili ,( tent in t
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operation of an Adult Education System.

experienced Leachers in the vocati

For example, the shops and

schools should be an integral

Dart of the system. It may be necessary to negotiate with the local

school districts for'i,be use of their facilities for programs suppdrted

by the Adult Education -System. But, as long as facilities for programs

are available in local yhool districts and in public and private colleges

and universities, funds lair capital outlay expenditures by the proposed

Adult Education System can be kept at a minimum.

10. 11i Adult Education System should n3lXimize the use of existing

courses and proRrams.

Whenever possible, the Adult Education System should fully utilize
Improved
enrollments

existing courses and programs offered by local school districts and
in existing

cour,es ,od k,,ILges and universitic' flee Regional Adult Education Cent..n-s mentioned

programs
earlier sliwild encourage students/to Avail themselves of existing educa-

/

tional opportunities. New programs, should be developed only when existing

courses, programs, and related eduational endeavors are not available

to meet student demand-- As a consequence, the Ad14,t Education System

bolsters present It education programs by channelling studeni: and

runds to existing schools and colleges where adult. education is being

offered.

11. The Proposed Adult Education System does not significantly

disrupt existing adult education programs

No signifi- '!he proposed Adult Education Sy .Lem is klqW( ived as a Centralized
rant changwy
in present and highly (,(q.,:inated klminiscrarive structure that is gently Alper-
adult educa-
tion programs impo,,ed on the present fragm, nted segment of adult edukation. Once the

-,vstem lied, it snould dire(t, expand And ,00rdinate toe entire

pe rum of it edukotion with as little di,:ruption Ati poshib1. of

-xisring ions portico t fill I lull within the

pres,nt higher toi icut . wly «)mmun i y

.10

=10.0111111.1TMIIM!!IMMI
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tolloges, state tollegcs, state universities and private and proprietary

institutions of higher education. The proposed Acaill Education System

should pose no threat whatsoever to these institutions. Higher education

at the college and university tevel is currently well structured and

effectively coordinated. The major weaknesses in adult education lie

within the first four functions contained in Chart I. Hopefully, these

functions can be strengthened through the concentrated activities of

the Regional Adult Education Centers discussed earlier.

The Adult Education System is envisioned_ as a cohesive educa-

tional` force.

The ptoposed Adult. Education System is viewed as a Twins of pr4oting

coopetation and minimizing competition for funds and students among

educational institutions. It is conceived as a sort of catalyst that

enc-ourages the establishment of collective educational effort among,a

umber of institutions. As a result, the full educational resources

of a state are brought to bear upon the task of educa adults in a

manner that is economically advantageous for both the private and public

sectors of adult education.

d
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CHAPTER V

A PROPOSED SYSTEM OF
ADULT EDUCATION
FOR MASSACHUSETTS

Adult educ,tion has been presented as a unified system dealing

with seven major elements of educational development ranging from

Primary Basic Adult Education to Graduate Studies. A cogent case for

The marriage incorporating all adult education functions under higher education

of adult

learning was made in Chapter 4. The sum and substance of the underlying reasons

and higher
education leads to the inevitable Conelusion that the marriage of adult education

with higher education is most fitting. This marriage is educationally

sound, psychologically imperative and motivationally desirable friom

the standpoint of the adult learner. By its very nature, higher education

has always viewed the learner from an adult point of view. Basic and

vocational adult education require the same outlook and perspective

as higher education. Although the level of knowledge and skills in

basic adult education may be similar to that encountered by children,

the pregentation, approach, language and methodology in teaching adults

must be one that is effective with adult and not children.

rhe need for a coordinated and well integrated state-wide Adult

Education System has already been established. The fundamental philosophy

underlying such a state-wide system was developed consistent with the

goals and purposes of adult education. The proposed Adult Education

System in Chapter 4 can be tailored to fit into any existing higher

education system in the United States. In this chanter, however, that

State Adult Education System described in the preceding chapter will be

specifically relayed to the Commonwealth of Massachusetts.

Current Status in Maseachusetts

During the past two decades, Massachusetts had made tremendous
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forward strides in higher education. The University of Massachusetts

has gi-own from a single major campus at Amherst to three major campuses

in various parts of the State. The Stole Colleges have expanded sub-

stantially and have assumed an important role in higher education. Two

additional universities have been created, Southeastern Massachusetts

University and Lowell University, replacing three textile technology

colleges. And fourteen well conceived comprehensive Regional Community

Colleges have Leen created. All of the dramatic development has occurred

under the auspices of the Board of Hi gher Education with the generous

support of the evcutive branch and the legislature and through the

imaginative leadership of the several governing Bo.(rds of Trustees and

visionary college presidents and chancellors.

Under the ::ibis- Carrington bill reorganizing education in Massa -

chusett passed in 1965 the five segments of higher education were

placed 'eider the lorisdict;on of the Board of Higher Education while

elementary and se(on.hiry education remained within the porriew of the

Board of Education. It is interesting to note that the Cenrol Court of

Massachusetts .reated two consistent and parallel systems of public

education. Elementar- and secondary education is under the general

supervison of the heard of Education but eat it school district govereed

by hwal school onutuI (Board of Education) Similarly, higher

education is under the general supervision and coordination of the Boar i

of Higher Educat ion, but is.goveened by the Boned of Truete'es responsible

for each respective segment of the Massac husetts S%-,tem of Higher Education.

Unfortunately, there is currently no single hoard or Agency the

State of Massac husetts responsible tot all of the seven diAialt elements

of adult education described in Chapter 3. To be sure. the Associate's

Degree, the Bachelor's Upgree and tie, r;: actuate Studies function of

adolt education is well organized under the pr( (cut Bonrd of Hiehr
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Education. But as is the case in the United States as a whole, basic

and occupational adult education is indeed not supported by the Common-

wealth and there is no form of coordinated action involving these elements

of adult education. Colleges, high schools, vocational schools and most

of he larger public school systems are making valiant efforts in the

area of adult education. Individual school districts and colleges simply

do not have the financial and human resources to satisfy, even at minimum

levels, the needs of adults, particularly when it is realized that adult

education as mentioned in Chapter 3 is not one of their major functions.

The present status of basic adult education is a real cause of

con ern if we are th maintain a healthy educational and economic posture

in the Commonwealth. Trained and retrained adults are a rich asset to

any s-le in promoting industrial development. the efficient use of

available financial resources is of primary importance in an expanding

budget. 'let both of these desirable goals cannot be achieved under they

present conditions. A coordinated effort is lacking. There seem to be

__no specific goals nor common aims among the increasing number of several

types of educational institutions embracing various aspects of basic and

occupational adult education. There are wide gaps in the continuum of

adult education and there are ureas of duFlication of effort. For example,

high school districts-are offering evening adult ,Aucaion courses in

typewriting within the same city where' a community collges is also teach-

ing beginning typewriting . ihvio sly, there is severe competition

cor student,i, staff, and financial support. Developmental education

in Massachusetts is still rudimentary at best. Of necessity, many

community colleges and a few four-year «d leg( litve made heroft efforts

in providing various forms of improved remedia' «hica:ion civering

Gaps and ovcr- several level; of Advanced- BMsie Lducation.

lips in adult

education

Despite this Libor of love,

remediat ion as presently pra:ticed in Mai,,,t(busett,-, as w4 in other

parts of tin count t rat, 11 to be de ,ired. there simply taty-t he a

:50
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better educational answer to this problem. Perhaps, Massachusetts can

be a pioneer and work toward this end. The situation regarding primary

and intermediate education is even worse. There is, practically, speak-

ing no notable effort being made in these areas anywhere in the Common-

wealth except, perhaps, in the City of Boston, which seems to be moving

in this direction utilizing the Open Learning Center Concept.

Many dedicated educators have expended a great deal of time and

energy promoting and supporting adult education in Massachusetts. Directors

of Continuing Adult Education Programs, and administrators of various

programs for the disadvantaged, deserve z: i,reat deal of credit'for trying

to solve a major problem iq adult education with little or no state and

local support. Such persons have been at the mercy of the availability

of federal funds in many instances. The time has now arrived when an

State leader- established State Lducational Agency must assume thc leadership for the

ship and
support financ_ing and development of adult eAucation from Primary Adult Education

to Graduate Studies.

ThexpTiding Role of the Roard of Higher Education
4--

Basic and Occupational :idol, Education is conceived as an integral

part of adult education operating under the jurisdiction of the present

Board of Higher Education. At some propitious; time, however; the title

of the present Board of Higher Education could be changed to the Board

of Higher and Adult Elucation in ordt: to reflect the comprehensive function

this body. he reasons fur this arrangment have already been discussed

at length. Ciearly, then, Ra,ic and Occupational Adult Edu in-

herent 1 y belong to higher at. ion wii i.- currentIv re,,Vwsible for

educating adults of cdloge age or older.

Under LI, proposal , post-secom ary education in Mas,,achh s must_

be redefined. I t is re( 4nitmendd that I in present Bo.rd of HI gil4 1 Wm

i on redefine po-,t-secondary ethical ion " Il I t, )1"Pu, oct i on of fe fed

to post -,,econdary AGE persons." Once thi definition based on A(1. is

9'1
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Post-secondary adopted, all adult education automatically falls within the purview

education-
redefined of the present Board of Higher Education. If Post-SeZ:ondary Education,

is redefined as recommended, any change of title in the name of the

board is academic becaus,e it functionally becomes "The Board of Higher

and Adult Education".

Preservation of the Status Quo

The expansion of the role of the Board of Higher Education need not

change the present functions and operations of the state universities,

colleges or community colleges in any substantial way. Indeed, each

No deleterious may become pfvolved in offering additional educational services in the
effect on

existing light of Li expanded role of the Board of Higher Education, but it is

colleges and
universities presumed, under this proposal, that none of their present functions,

including college-level offerings for part-time and continuing education

students will be affected in any appreciable way. It is oven conceivable

that such operations may be substantially expanded in size and variety

of offerings to meet the demands of students participating in an Adult

Education System. Neither is it anticipated that the adoption of this

proposal will have any appreciable bearing on the community service

function of community colleges and on th, research efforts of the

colleges and universities.

Potential Expansion of Certain Institutional Functions

As will be seen later, this proposal provides for the establish-

ment of the Massachusetts Open Universit under the present Board of

More activity Higher Education . this added adult edtuation fulution will undoubtedly

for existing
institutions stittulate the expansio., of educational olferings of the private, public

and proprietary institutions of learning. It is conceixable that the

community colleges will play a more active and syst'matic role in Basic

Adult Education nd in 0...cupationa1 Education for adults. Since adult

education is also viewed as an organized and cooperative approach in

I
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the training and re-training of workers in Massachusetts, the oppor-

tunities for cooperation among natural clusters of regional institutions

are limited only by the resources and imagination of the potential

participants.

Maximum Utilization of Present Staff aid Facilities

The establishment of the Open University by the Board, of Higher

Education does not call for the construction of new educational

"megastructures" with staffing to match them. There will obviously be

a nominal need for a few key persons depending upon the number of

regional centers that will be developed. The nature of these centers

will he discussed later. This proposal does not envision any substantial

Initial thrust capital outlay for new university campuses with new builaings and

limited to
existing equipment for this type of adult education. Hop fully, the expanded'

facilities and
staff educational functions can be housed in existing educational facilities.

initially, the Massachusetts Open University Program will probably be

limited to the point at which maximum utilization of existing facilities

and teaching staff is achieved. If the demand for non - traditional

college education increases beyond this limit in the future, a reassess-

ment of priorities for capital outlay will need to be made at that time.

Thus, the need for additional funding and staff will depend primarily

upon the demand and success of the non-traditional college programs_

established by the Massachusetts Open University.

It is assumed that most of the adult edu-z:Hon programs in Primary,

intermediate and Advanced 1;.:sie Adult Education and in Oc,op,itional

Trained Adult Education an also be housed in existing Loilities. Unlike the

Personnel

needed Open University, hoever, these program,, will require a few specially

trained teachers for c lassroom instruction and a center for the pro-

duct ion of programmed InstrueiionaI material . Proper I inam ing is

crucial fo t he ,,ticees'; of (hi pndert ng. I eder,11 honk, will undoubtedly
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be available to some extent for Basic Adult Education and Occupational

Programs, but the Commonwealth should assume the primary responsibility

for financing a comprehensive Adult Education System. The potential

return to the state in economic growth and increase taxes from better

educated people who are earning higher salaries will more than compensate

for this commitment.

Definitions

There are a number oE educational terms that may have different

meanings for different peop'e. In adapting the adult education concept

described earlier to the needs of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts,

it is essential that all technical terms be clearly understood.

1. An adult: For the purpose of this study an adult is any

person 19 vea,r's or older.

2. Post-secondary education Under this concept, post-secondary

education includes any of tfie seven elements of education

mentioned earlier offered to post-second.% v AGE persons(19 years

or older) regardless of academic level.

3. Colle -level Program: College-level work refers specifically

to the level of student performance and NO1 o the place where

the student receives instruction. Learning is NOT "college-level"

simply because he is an adult and acquired it on a college campus.

In mon: precise language, college-level work embodies all learnings

whose expected Level of performance excecds that which is normally

achieved or.capable of being achieved in the elementary and

secondary schools of Ole United States. Traditionally, there arc

two accepted deviations from this definition. Foreign languages,

an9 heginn ng shorthand and tvpewriting,often carry college credit

in certain programs. In such cases, the Judent mi 't achieve the

same performance levei as the high school program but in one-fialf
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the time.

4. Occupational Adult Education: Occupational Adult Education pro-

grams refer specifically to occupational programs for adults such as

automotive repair, appliance repair, television servicing, chef, barber

and airline hostess. Tirse should not be confused with the higher per-

formance level career pr4cgr(ms currently offered in the Massachusetts

community colleges, such as those in nursing, dental hygiene, business

administration and the I ke. Under this definition, occupational adult

programs include all voca ional programs whose level of performance is

equivalent to that expectO from students graduating from the vocational

schools at the secondary 16ve1 of education.

5. Basic Adult Education: In this study, basic adult educatio,

includes all level of ncade tc adult education below 'college level

programs". More specifically basic adult education includes Primary,

\1

Basic Adult Education, Inter
1

edile Basic Adult Education, and Advanced

1

Basic Adult Edgcation as defined in Chapter 2.

The Master Plan cf the Massachusetts

Adult Educotion System

The adult education concept presented in this study is untraditional

in design, comprehensive in .cope, futuristic in outlook and adenturotol

in approach. If adopted, Massaciusetts would indeed re-establish its

former reputation as a pioneer In AmCi-ican Education. indeed, the

Commonwealth would become a leader in adult education. The need for educa-

ting and re-educating productive; adults in a dynamic society is tessing.

present educational system was well designed for the ,clatively stable

world of the past. Today it no longer suffices. The education of aboot

407 of the adults in Massachusetts and in the United States as a whole

is almost completely overlooked under the preseet ,NsIem in Massachusetts.

The time for some form of positive action in thi; regard is at hand. This,

study reveals many of the shortcomings of adult cdocation today and pre-,ent5
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a few suggestions for correcting the weaknesses in adult education in

a rational and systematic manner.

Pioneering is both challenging and exciting. History discloses

that Massachusetts is well experienced in Educational innovations and

pilot studies. In the expanse of adult education, the bright star; at

New educational Learning are still distant targets. The objectives are quite clear in

leadership
for conceptual form but the ways and means of achieving them are still

Massachusetts

Strong effort-
vast rt.irn

embryonic in development. Educators already have the knowledge and

understandings for creating an effective Adult Education System. What

/
/

is required is a commitment by tl ;e State of Massachusetts to support

adult education as defined inythis study and a release of the technical

potential to accomplish the task. The thetiry related to the ways in

which adults learn most/ effectively must be perfected and developed

for use in the-classroom. The inhibitors to adult learning must be

/

identified and neutralized. The accelerators to adult learning must
./

be explored and exploited. Tea -'ping techniques that work wst for

adults must be devised, developed ant refined. New educational delivery

system- such as radio, telephone, teletype, teievis.. inio-rmation

retrieval systems and computers, must be explored a mans of .educa-

ting adults cinder various situations. Old delivery systems, such/as

teachers, tutors, peer, bool,q, correspondence courses and incidental

learning must be re-assessed, refined and re-adapted for adults. And

the human mind must yet create instructional mate:ials and develop new

teaching and learning tethniques that are yet non-exisitng. lo be sure,

the challenge to educators, scale (J fit i,llti, leyi ,lator,,, And citizens

of Massachusetts is great, but the potential value of this effrt

the people of the Commonwealth , psychologi4 illy, teenoritollv and

educationally is vast indeed.
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In view of the foregoing discussion, it becomes increasingly clear

that the proposed Adult Education System for MassachuseLts must be

achieved a step at a time within the structure of a long range plan of

action and within the budgetary limitations of the state budget. The

plan of action, therefore, must provide a progressive sequence of steps

that will ultimately result in the implementation of the master plan

for the Adult Education System embodying the concept described in the

Make haste preceding chapters. The plan of action, must therefore, possess
slowly

sufficient stability to insure the gradual development of the system

from a modest beginning to full maturity. It is suggested that the

establishment of a comprehensive Adult Education System in Massachusetts

be accomplished in two phases which are discussed in detail in the

latter part of this chapter.

Governance and Organization are two extremely important issues

associated with any major undertaking. A closer look at Governance

and Organization reveals that the specific elements of Governance and

Flexible Organization depend very much on th,, nature of the functions to be

governance and
organization accomplished, the magnitude of the undertaking and the degree of diversity

among the several functions. It has already been suggested above that

the nature and magnitude of the proposed adult (duotion function in

Massachusetts will remain in a state of flux until the ultimate system

is achieved. Thus, it is reasonable to expect that the Governance and

Organization of the dult education function in the Commonwealth will

also change from time to time. in spite of this anticipated fluidity,

however, two points in the development of an Adult Education System can

be fixed reasonably well at this timethe beginning and the end.

obviously, there may be a number of intermediate patterns of Governance

and Organization between these two points. For the purpose of this study,
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two patterns of organization are pr posed. The first will deal with

the Governance and Organization pattern appropriate to the administration

of the Adult Education System in its final form in accordance with the

principles discussed in the preceding chapters. This structure will be

called the "Ultimate Governance of the Massachusett Adult Education

System". This presentation will be followed by a discuss ion of the

"Interim Governance of the Massachusetts Adult Education System".

The Ultimate Structure and staffing; of the Massachusetts Adult Education

System

Ultimate Governance. As the proposed Massachusetts Adult Education

System approaches its full development. the governance of the system

would be assumed by the' "Board of Trustees- Massachusetts Open University

and Adult Education " whose duties and responsibilities are outlined

under "Organization" discussed below. Although the composition of this

Board is open for discussion at the proper time, it is suggested that it

Membership consist of one member of the Board of Trustees from each of the five
of the
ultimate segments, four members appointed by the Governor representing private :and
Board of
Governance proprietary institutions of higher education in Massachusetts, and six

member; .pointed at large by the Governor in such a manner that geographi-

cal representation on the Board from ail parts of ',he state is assured.

Insofar as possible, these six members should reside in parts of the state

not covered by the first two categories of Board membership. Every effort

should be made to provide membership on the Board representing industry,

business, labor, disadvantaged groups, minority groups and the like.

Ultimate Orgonization. The organizational structure of the Massachu-

setts Adult Education System in its Huai form clearly depicts the com-

prehensive nature of its functions and the wide scope of the educational

services that will become available to adults. The suggested ultimate

organizational chart of the Massachusetts Adult Education System is pre-
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sented on page 84a . Clearly, the chart shows the expanded role

of the Board of Higher Education as a simple extension of its present

organization, including a new Board of Trustees, a central staff and a

network of Regional Adult Education Centers. The addition of the basic

and occupational adult education function to the Board of Higher Education

is perfectly consistent with the theory of differentiated functions

embodied in the Willis-Harrington Act of 1965. A word concctrning this

aspect of the Willis-Harrington Act is in order at this point. According

to this statute,higher education was viewed as a cluster of differentiated

Extension functions, each function governed by its own Board of Trustees. For

of Willis-

Harrington pragmatic reasons, all similiar functions were not grouped together

philosophy
at the time the Act was passed, but the basic philosophy was still main-

tained. This same philosophy is embodied in this proposal. Simply stated,

an additional discrete function has been assigned to the Board of Higher

Education. It is Loth appropriate and logical therefore, that a new

Board of Trustees should be introduced to govern this new function. By

no stretch of the imagination can this be considered a proliferation of

boards. Proliferation exists only when one board can assume the duties

and responsibilities of two or more boards. Indeed, this is not the

situation in this case. In fact, the architects of the Willis-Harrington

Art must be commended for their originality and administrative insights.

As presently constituted, the several governing boards under the umbrella

of the Board of Higher. Education are functioning very effectively accord-

ing to plan. Understandably attempts are always being made to reduce

the number of boards in government. But there comes a point where the

irreducible minimum is reached. For example, New York City operated

for many years with a single Board of Education. But several local

school boards have now been established to insure that the administration

of the public school in New York is more responsive to the local needs.

t59
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Is this proliferation? Indeed, it is not if the function is served

more effectively 'ring more boards. According to the Willis-Harring-

ton Act higher education included four major functions (I) the univer-

sity function (2) the state college function (3) the community college

function (4) the technologies institute function. Under this proposal,

we are simply adding a new function to the higher education system.

It follows, therefore, that a new board should be created to govern

the Massachusetts Open University and Adult Education, in order to

Accomodate a new function within the framework of a well-designed

Willis-Harrington Act.

Board of Trustees- Massachusetts Open University and Adult Education

It is suggested that a new Board of Trustees, for the Massachusetts

Open University and Adult Education be created under the jurisdiction

of the Board of Higher Education and related to it in the same manner

One Board and as the other existing boards. This new Board of Trustees would be

several
regional, adult directly responsible for the establishment and maintenance of the

education
centers Massachusetts Open University and for the development establishment

and administration of the Regional Adult Education Centers. As will

be discussed in greater detail later, these Regional Centers would be

responsible for guidance, testing and advisement, for providing all

levels of Basic Adult Education (below college-level work) and for all

Occupational Adult Education. The Regional Center would also be the

"nerve center" of the Massachusetts Open University. Thus, these

Regional Centers would be responsible for two major functions of adult

education Basic and Vocational and the Massachusetts Open University.

Both the Open University students and the Adult Education students

require individualized guidance, testing and advisement. Both groups

require non-traditional education. Roth groups call for some form of

personalized instruction. Both groups contain adults with common
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problems and family responsibilities. Roth groups are part of adult

education in its broadest sense. In fact, if adult education is viewed

Two sub- realistically as a continuum t 'rimary Basic Education(equivalent
systems within
one adult to grades 1-4 in Elementary School) to Graduate Studies, the two groups
education
system of adults may participate in one sub-system (Basic Adult Education) or

the other (Massachusetts Open University) or in both of them. In

reality, both sub-systems are part of a single integrated non-traditional

Adult Education System.

The proposed system under an autonomous Board of Trustees blends

naturally and in a positive way into the present system of colleges and

Blending the universities. There is a close and healthy relationship between the pro-
new system
into the old posed and existing educational system. Under no foreseeable circum-

stances will the introduction of this innovative system of adult educa-

tion have any deleterious effect on any existing institutions of higher

education, whether private, proprietary or public. On the other hand,

there is every reason tc believe that positive benefits an be felt

Needed:an by these institutions in the form of exp. Ided enrollments, higher level
independent
adult educa- of academic performance by entering students and an improved climate
tion system

for higher academic achievement. One of the major functions of the

Board of Trustees is to make certain that the Massachusetts Open

University promotes non-traditional approaches to higher education and

avoids duplication of any practice or programs available in existing

colleges and universisites in Massachusetts.

The Governor's Task Force on the Open University discussed in

considerable depth the possibility of simply absorbing the adult educa-

tion and Open University function within the existing system of higher

education. While the quegtion has much merit, the reasons against this

approach are most compelling. In fact, the Gevenorus Task Force strongly

favored an independent form of administration for the Open University.

1.04
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The studies conducted by the writer also strongly support an independent

Adult Education System. First of all, adult education is envisioned in

this proposal, must, for the most part, be non-traditional in character,

innovative in design and personalized in approach. The researches

conducted by Professor Paul Mort and others at Columbia University

on the Adaptability of Education to Changes clearly showed statistically

that the major inhibitors to educational change included negative

community attitudes, lack of financial support and apathy among most

of the faculty members in existing institutions. Even a cursory examina-

tion of how changes take place in our colleges and universities today,

with their multiplicity of interlocking committees, sub-committees and

faculty governing groups would quickly reveal the hopelessness of in-

troducting new, non-traditional practices, new degrees, and non-traditional

programs in existing institutions. Collective bargaining also poses

another formidable complicating element that militates against the

absorption of new and non-existing adult education functions into the

existing institutions of higher education. Understandably, unionization

is primarily designed to serve the best interests of the faculty and

professional workers in defining "working conditions". Admittedly,new

programs,Innovative practices, increased houts of contact time required

of faculty on the campus in non-traditional programs do affect "working

conditions". Thus, it would seem unfair and inappropriate to ask

members of the existing faculties, through negotiations or otherwise,

to subject themselves to working conditions and teaching practices that

are vastly different from those described to the faculty member at the

time when he was hired. On the other hand, an independent organization

would eliminate this problem. New "working conditions" appropriate to

the special needs of an Adult Education System could be set forth

1
Jw
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in considerable detail. In this way. it would be possible to employ

faculty members and administrators who are inherently committed to

non-traditional approaches and whose "working conditions" would be

understood clearly by them at the time of initial employment by the

Adult Education System.

Another important reason against the absorption of the proposed

Adult Education System into the existing institutions of higher educa-

tion stems from natural and almost irresistible temptation on the part

of a large number of existing institutions of higher education to

adjust college standards of student performance DOWN to the level of

incoming adults under the guise that present expectations of student

performance are unrealistically high. If two separate systems are

created, the temptation is removed. Realistically, under this proposal

there is no reason for the erosion of academic standards. It will be

the responsibility of the Adult Education System to raise the level

of performance of a student to that which is required for him to enter

"college-level" courses. Thus, instead of bringing academic standards

down to meet the level of the student, the performance level of the

student is raised to meet existing pre-requisite level of performance

for entry into a "college-level" course. Educationally, this approach

is salutory from the standpoint of both the student and the college.

Students are allowed to enter regular college courses only when they

are ready for them. It is both cruel and frustrating to allow a student

to enter a class with other students who are better prepared for it:.

And it is unfair to qualified students when standards of performance

in such courses are lowered. Furthermore, the college would be able

to offer a more enriched course if the range of preparedness of the

students entering such a course were narrowed down through the operation

of an Adult Education System. Under the proposed independend Adult

10
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Education System. the scope and depth of learning that could he offered

in our present colleges could he substantially improved. Furthermore,

available financial and human resources earmarked for college education

could he spent on providing "college-level programs". The responsibility

College-level for establishing remedial, developmental and preparatory programs would

work for
college be assumed by the Adult Education System as part of the Basic Adult

students
Education Program. This view is perfectly consistent with the Willis-

Harrington Act,which provides that higher education should consist of

"college-level" programs. The creation of preparatory college programs

in the private institutions, in some public high schools, in community

colleges and state coLleges and universities was an invention of sheer

necessity. These programs resulted from the absence of integrating

Adult Education System. The need for such programs is so compelling

that their development was simply inevitable. These institutions should

be commended for assuming responsibilities far above and beyond their

normal Functions as high schools or colleges. However, since a compre-

hensive Adult Education System is being proposed, these functions should

be assigned to their proper and logical place, where students max be

offered many forms of educational opportunities without, in any way,

interfering with the primary function of existing institutions of learning.

As presently conceived, the proposed Board of Trustees for the Open

University and Adult Education is specifically designed to provide a

wide variety of educational opportunities for adults in a series of

meaningful, realistic and articulated steps.

The Central Professional Staff for the Open University and Adult Education

I. yhePresident

He is the executive office of the Board of Trustees for the

Open University and Adult Education. In this capacity, he has
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direct supervision over his own staff and has the overall respon-

sibility for the operation of the Adult Education System, which

includes both the Massachusetts Open University and Adult Education

as defined in the beginning of this chapter.

The President and three major professional staff members are suggested

for the central office of the system. The success of the proposed

Adult Education System will almost entirely depend on the leadership

qualities and specific competencies of the President and his three

principal staff members one of whom exercises a line function

relationship with the Director of each Regional Adult Education

Center.

2. The Director of Planning, Research and Budget

As the one of the key persons in the top level adminstrative team

of the Adult Education System, the Director of Planning, Research

and Budget plays a crucial role. The Adult Education System is

not envisioned as a new and separate educational enterprise. It is

separate and distinct administratively for reasons earlier indicated.

Thus, responsibilities associated with physical plant and capital

outlay are quite minimal. System research studies, however, are vital

for intelligent future planning. Such research findings form the

basis for the development of educational programs within the financial

commitment of the state. And finally, this staff member is respon-

sible for the business affairs of the system including budget prepara-

tion, accounting of lands, pre-audit review and capital expenditures.

3. The Director of the Instructional Materials Production Center

Due to the non-traditional approach of both the Open University

and the Adult Education Programs, special instructional materials

may be required. The Director of the Instructional Materials Pro-

duction Center will he responsible for the development and production

1(.11i
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Special of education materials requested by the Director of each Adult Educa-
learn ing

materials tion Center. Materials for instructional purposes may assume a wide

variety of forms. They may be correspondence courses created by

faculty or experts. They may be home use kits for science, accounting

electronics, auto mechanic and the like. They may be radio or television

tapes. They may be video tapes to be used at the various regional

adult centers. The list of examples is endless and is limited only

by the imagination of the faculty and those working in the programs.

4. The Executive Director-Massachusetts Open ilniversity and Adult

Education

The Executive Director is a line officer directly responsible to the

President and serves as the major link between the top level administra-

tive team and the Director of each Regional Adult Education Center. He

The principal is responsible for the operation of all of the Regional Adult Centers.
academic
officer of He is the chief academic officer for the entire system. His office
the system

has administrative supervision for all programs within the Adult Educa-

tion System. It sets the educational goals and direction for the system

and develops specific guidelines regarding educational standards of

student performance, and program requirements for the various certifi-

cates and degrees awarded by the Massachusetcs Open University. These

policies may be developed by an academic committee consisting of the

Executive Director and all of the Directors of the Regional Centers.

This committee makes its recommendra.ions through the Executive Director.

The Executive Director is responsible for developing policies and pro-

cedures designed to stimulate cooperative action between various

educational institutions in the state. As the demands for space, more

instructors and new programs develop he will work with the appropriate

regional directors in promoting cooperation between the system and each
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respective institution. He requests funds, if necessary to compensate

th, cooperating institutions for providing needed services. He assists

regional directors in locating appropriate educational programs for

maximum accessibility and convenience of students.

The Executive Director also works very closely with the other two chief

staff members of the presidential staff. Under normal circumstances

the financial, spatial, staffing and educational needs of the Adult

Education System are transmitted to the Executive Director from each

regional director. It then becomes the responsibility of the Executive

Director to work closely with his two counterparts in the central office

and with the President to meet the demands of the various regional

centers.

5. The Director of the Regional Adult Education Center

Each Regional Adult Education Center is administered by a director

who has the complete responsibility for the operation of the center

which is the crux of the proposed Adult Education System. The center

undertakes whatever needs to he done from the standpoint of service

and instruction. Service and coordination are the major roles of the

Regional Center. Direct instruction is a secondary function. Adult

service under the Associate Director of Student Service, including

testing, guidance counseling, advisement and the preliminary assessment

of previous work experience of adults in relation to the student's

academic goals. Once the student is accepted in the Massachusetts Open

University, however, the final approval of allowable credit for equiva-

lent life experiences toward a degree rest with the Associate Director of

the Massachusetts Open University in the regional office. The student,

of course, would be entitled to appeal to an appropriate committee if

he feels that the findings of the Associate Director are unjustified.

Each Regional Director is a key person with the Adult Education System.
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He is the prime mover in the adult educational process. He is respon-

sible for determining, planning, developing and offering adult education

programs needed and appropriate to his region. Part of the offerings

are based on direct student demand, part of them may be requested by

business and industry, and part of them may b :e, to the future

regional needs. In any case, the Regional Director is both a catalyst

and a facilitator in his region. He makes studies of needs, perhaps

with the assistance of a local advisory comittee and staff from the

central office. He gives leadership to the development of courses or

programs that he feels will satisfy the regional need and submits them

to the central office for review and for the necessary support in funds,

staffing, coordination and instructional materials. The Regional

Director also makes the initial contacts with exiting educational

agencies describing the nature of the assiAnnce required and ascertain-

ing the degree to which regional educational institutions can meet the

adult education needs of the Center. It is quite conceivable, for

example, that none of the institutions in the region can provide a

Primary Adult Education Program on a personalized basis. In such

instances, the Regional Dir,_cor, in consultation with the Executive

Director in the central office, would plan, develop, staff, house and

conduct such a program, utilizing direct financial and technical

assistance from the central office of the Adult Education System.

As indicated earlier, the Regional Center is not primarily a school.

college, or university where direct instruction is offered. It serves

this function only when the required instructional services are not

regionally available in the public schools, private and proprietary

colleges and in the public institutions of higher education. The major

thrust of the Regional Center is to woke certain that all existing

instructional services are put to full use in serving the needs of
,i; g
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adults. if courses or programs, needed by adults are not currently

Direct offered by regional institutionb, the Regional Center should be in a

instruction-
as a last position to arrange for the offering of such programs by existing

resort
regional institutions and should be prepared to compensate such institu-

tions for this specific instructional service. On the other hand, if

regional institutions are not able to provide such needed instruction,

then, and only then, should the Regional Center offer direct instructional

service to students.

The Regional Center Staff

The' Regional Center also includes four pL: staff members

who are directly responsible to the Director of the Center mentioned

above. Each Associate Director has a major responsibility. The

Associate Director in charge of the regional component of the Massachu-

setts Open University serves as "the regional arm of the Massachusetts

Open University". Another major regional staff officer is the Associate

Director of Adult Occupational Education responsible for training and

re-training adults. The other two chief staff members of the Regional

Center are the Associate Director of Basic Adult Education and the

Associate Director of Student Services. Each staff position will be

described in greater detail below.

1. The Associate Director of the Massachusetts Open University

The regional The Associate Director of the Massachusetts Open University

officer of
the Open is the regional officer of the Massachusetts Open University. He works

UniverSity
very closely with the Associate Director of Student Services in all

cases involving students who wish to pursue work toward the Associate

or Bachelor'degrees. All students seeking a college degree via non-

traditional and innovative approaches would apply to the Associate

Director of the Massachusetts Open University. The Associate Director

of the Massachusetts Open University and his staff would be responsible

1.4.0
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for coordinating or providing all instructional experiences required

by students pursuing studies toward a college degree. He would also

be responsible for the approval of programs, courses, credit for

allowable equivalent life experience and for credit by appropriate

examination in accordance with policies, standards, and guidelines

recommended by the Executive Director of the Opon.University and Adult

Education in the central office and approved by the President and the

Board of Trustees.

The Associate Director of the Massachusetts Open University, is directly

responsible to the Regional Director and works closely with him in

promoting a spirit of cooperative, non-competitive, co-existence with

all of the colleges and universities within the region. He has the

major respon.Ability for the planning, development and implementation

of all college-level instruction not available in existing institutions

within his region. Through the Regional Director, he works with the

central office in the development of non-traditional instructional

materials or practices, which include instruction by television,telephone,

teletype, direct access information, computers, correspondence, home

study kits and the like This is not intended to be a comprehensive

description of the work of the Associate Director of the Massachusetts

Open University. Obviously, as the system hegins to take shape, the

nature of the duties of this staff member will he more clearly defined.

2. Associate Director-Adult Occupational Edneation

This staff member would be primarily responsible for all levels

Regional and types of Occupational Education (Vocational) below "college-level".

training
programs Post-seconddry career_ programs would remain within the jurisdiction of

the present community college system. Only students desiring to enroll

in non-traditional college-level occupational programs would do so

through the Associate Director of the Massachusetts Open University.

1. 1
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Others would continue to apply for admission to community colleges

and four-year institutions. The Associate Director for Adult Occupa-

tional Education would be responsible for the training and re-training

of all adults in occupational type endeavors. The Director would work

closely and cooperatively with all secondary and vocational schools

in the region. If such programs are not available in the region, he

would encourage such schools to offer these programs and reimburse

them for such service through the central office.

3. Associate Director- Basic Adult Education

This staff member is responsible for providing the "missing

The three R's link" in American adult education. Briefly, he must offer a wide variety

for adults
of learning options so that an adult may start wherever he is educationally

even at first grade of elementary school and move toward his educational

objectives. The Associate Director of Basic Adult Education is respon-

sible for providing both conventional and non-traditional education

for adults ranging from what a person would normally learn in the

first grade of elementary school through the fourth year of high school.

On a regional basis, he would thus be responsible for all. Basic Adult

Education Programs that are now offered in two year and four year colleges

College under such titles as open learning, remedial program, developmental

preparatory
instruction education, educational opportunities, open college and basic adult

education. Consequently, for adults who are academically oriented

toward a college degree this staff officer would have the responsibility

of providing the necessary educational experience for such students.

He would have the duty of preparing college hound adults for direct

entry to regular college programs at the freshman level, and of articu-

lating his terminal perf ')rmance objectives for these students with those

required for initial entry to a college program.

112
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Obviously, not all adults desire to pursue work toward a college degree.

The Associate Director for Basic Adult Education would also be responsible

for preparing adults for the General Education Development (GED) examina-

High school tion if the student desired a high school equivalency certificate. Still

diploma
other adults may simply want to pass a certain Civil Service Examination.

The program can he so designed to accomodate this and other adult needs.

Programs for non-English speaking adults would also come under the purview

of this staff officer. -

4. Associate Director of Student Services

This chief staff officer in the Regional Office supplies the

second important "missing link" in American adult education- Adult

Adult Educational Services. Testing, personal guidance, educational advise-

educational
services ment and general counseling are the basic elements of an urgently needed

adult educational service. Except for a few privately operated centers,

these services are not available to the adult population of America,

in general, and Massachusetts, in particular.

The Associate Director of Student Services provides a wide spectrum of

Testing basic services. He administers a large variety of tests depending upon

and advise-
ment the needs and desires of ti adult. He interprets the results of these

tests to the clients and advises them accordingly. lie assists them in

a number of constructive ways ranging from "how to get a job" to a

suggested program for self-improvemnt involving programs in existing

educational institutiomor non-traditional approaches under the juris-

diction of the of er three major staff members in the regional office.

From welfare The value of this staff officer to the welfare of adults in his region

rolls to tax
rolls cannot be expressed in a few words. Obviously, ha is priceless in

advisement for self-improvement through education. To some degree, he

may have a beneficial effect in reducing the state budget for public

welfare by encouraging people now on welfare rolls to train for unfilled

wl
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existing vacancies requiring skills that can he acquired by such adults.

And finally, within the realm of potentiality and conjecture, he may,

in some measure, contribute to an improved mental health for adults in

several ways. He could reduce frustrations among adults by giving them

positive and realistic guidance. He could promote self-fulfillment

through perceptive advisement. And he might be able to reduce boredom

on the part of some adults by directing them toward worthwhile public

service. Would these activities reduce the number of adults suffering

from mental health problems? Only time will tell.

PHASE I

From Concept to Substance

The transformation of a concept into a suhstrntivi form is, at

best, a slow and frustrating endeavor. The nature of these changes

in the creation of an Adult Education System in Massachusetts are

metamorphic in character. The growth of the system will likely occur

as a series of sequential steps ranging from a modest beginning to the

ultimate system. A review of Chapter 4 clearly discloses that the ultimate

Adult Education System is comprehensive in scope,far-reaching in educa-

tional impact, and unpies edented as a unified approach to the education

of adults. The educational technology and methodology for the creation

of such a system already exists in one form or another. The educational

ingredients are all available, but the finished product is not yet in

full view. The creative process is just beginning. There is Leed to

invent. There is need to explore. There is need to experiment. There

is need to prove and to improve on adult pedagogy. There is need to

be hol0. And there is need to be adventurous. The potential for success

in the formation of a comprehensive Adult Education System is high but

rhetoric alone will not achieve it. A concrete plan is needed. A plan

that is clear in direction, but one that is methodical, constructive and

114
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Gradual and gradual in progress. The plan embodies the principle of gradualism
in develop-
ment calling for a modest beginning which lays the foundation for the

ultimate creation of a full scale Adult Education System for Massachusetts.

Clearly, it is neither practical nor prudent to simply superimpose a

comprehensive Adult Education System of the scope described in this

writing on the existing educational pattern within the state. The

ramifications of such a superimposition on the present system of higher

education cannot be easily foreseen. In addition, the suggested Adult

Education System for the Commonwealth represents a pioneer movement

in which many elements would require further development and refinement.

Thus, it would seem both appropriate and reasonable to create the ultimate

Phase l-a Adult Education System in two phases. The first phase would be focused

pilot model
on a concentrated experimental pilot operation designed to pave the

way for the full development of the system under Phase II. At the

conclusion of Phase I, however, the results will be known and a valid

plan for Phase II can be drafted al that time based on previous experience

gained during Phase I.

The detailed step-by step plan of action presented below constitutes

Phase I in the creation of an Adult Education System in Massachusetts.

Step I. The Creation of an Interim Covernit Board

It is well known in the educational profession that effective pro-

gress in the learning can occur only if one starts "where the student

is". Slmilarly, real progress can be made in the creation of an Adult

Education System if we start "where we are" and plan accordingly. Let

us summarize the present state of adult education in Massachusetts.

There is no comprehensive Adult Education System. There is no body

or state agency directly or indirectly responsible for the type of

Adult Education system presented in tnis study. There is, however, a

Governor's Task Force currently studying the possibility of establishing

,;,1. ,
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The Covornor's an Open University in Massachusetts. The curriculum committee of the
Task Force
on the Open Task Force, in its study of non-traditional approaches to adult educa-
University

tion,has found that the need for adult education is much broader in

scope than degree programs. The Task Force, as of June 1974, had

reached no agreement regarding the specific functions and respon-

sibilities of Open Learning Centers or of the Massachusetts Open

University. Neither was there any consensus with respect to curriculum

structure of budgetary matters.

In view of the foregoing summary, it is suggested that an interim

commission, consisting primarily of professionals dedicated to and

familiar with adult education, be established. This commission would

be responsible to the existing Board of Higher Education which would

Interim assume direct supervision over the Massachusetts Adult Education
commission
with de- Eystem in a temporary (Phase I) basis. Its authority would be limited

limited
authority, in some respects. Excluded from this authority would be continuing

education programs, evening divisions of college programs, and the like.

Included in its authority would be all programs or instruction involving

Occupation and Basic Adult Education and the Massachusetts Open University

as defined earlier in this chapter. The Commission should include

representatives from each of the five sectors of public higher education,

from private colleges and universities, from proprietary schools, from

public schools, vocational schools, business and industry and present

Task Force.

The Commission for Adult Education

It is suggested that a Commission consisting of the following

members be created:

Source of Membership. Suggested Number

President (or designee) Univ. of Mass. 1

President (or designee) State Colleges 1

Membership-
Interim
Commission

tiA;
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Source of MembershiE StIggested Number

President (or designee) Lowell Univ. 1

President (or designee) Southeastern Mass. Univ. 1

President (or designee) Community Colleges 1

President (or designee) private colleges and univ. 3

Commissioner (or designee) public schools 1

Vocational (or designee)vocational schools

Present Task Force-Open University * 5

*Appointed by Governor

The Commission would remain in force during Phase I and exercise

all the duties, powers, and responsibilities normally ascribed to an

educational governing board within the limits sot forth in its creation.

It would set policy, develop both long and short range goals, approve

budget requests, employ staff, set forth administrative guidelines

and oversee the general operation. The President of the Massachusetts

Adult Education System employed by this Commission would serve its

executive officer.

Stall. Initial Planning

Once the Commission is established and organized, it should

determine the extent or its initial thrust and request funding from

the Commonwealth of Massachusetts to employ principal staff for planning

and preliminary activity leading to the birth of three or four Regional

Adult Education Centers in various parts of the State.

Limited Beginning

Starting It is suggested that the inauguration of the Massachusetts Adult

small-
planning Education System be modest in size, broad in scope of educational

big
services and selective in initial emphasis. Research and development
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and continuous assessement of the outcomes related to Adult. Education

System should he one of the basic functions of Phase 1. In this way,

a sound foundation can be laid for the eventual development of a full

scale Adult Education System for Massachusetts. It would be sheer folly

to plunip immediately into a full size operation of a system which is

still at the conceptual stage. It is wiser to advance slowly at first

in this particular instance, and take positive action based on the

findings of a well conceived and staffed research, development and

assessment unit.

Number of Education Centers at the Outset

It is suggested that no more than four nor fewer than two centers

be established initially. They are listed in order of priority based on

a qualitative judgment of overall need.

1) One Adult Education Center should serve the Greater Boston area

could he located on one of the campuses listed below.

a. Bunker Hill Community College

b. Boston State College

c. University of Massachusetts at Boston

d. On one of the private college campuses

2) One Adult Education Center should serve Southeastern Massachusetts

and could be located either-

a. Bristol Community College

h. Southeastern Massachusetts University

c. Bridgewater State College

d. Private college campus

3) One Adult Education Center should serve Northeastern Massachusetts

and be located either-

a. Northern Essex Community College

h. Lowell University
N 4.)
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c. Salem State College

d. Private college campus

Or, this Center could serve Central Massachusetts and be located at

either-

a. Quinsigamond Community College

b. Worcester State College

c. Fitchburg State College

d. Private college campus

4) One Center should serve Western Massachusetts and could he

located at either-

a. Springfield Technical Community College

b. Holyoke Community College

c. Westfield Community College

d. Private college campus

In locating the several Adult Education Centers on college campuses,

it is strongly recommended that no single type of campus be selected

for all of them. From a purely experimental point of view it would be

ideal if one Center could be located on each type of campus--one on

a university campus, one on a state college campus, one on a community

college campus and one on a private college campus.

Stems III. Staffing and Funding-First Year

In determining the initial budget request, for the first year, it

is suggested that the following positions be created and funded for the

central administrative office.

1. President

The President wilt serve a dual function during Phase I. In

addition to the duties of. President, he will serve as the Executive

Director, Massachusetts Open University and Adult Education.

1i9
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2. Director of Planning, Coordination and Budget

Since Phase I lays the groundwork for Phase 11, this staff

member will be responsible for prese and future planning in the

development of the Adult Education System and for all budgetary matters.

He will also assist Regional Directors in coordinating programs with

the several existing educational institutions.

3. Director of Research and Assessment

Research-the ft is essential that such a professional person he employed

key to
intelligent during Phase I. He could serve a dual role. In addition to directing

development
research and development and malOng continuous assessments of the

effectiveness of the venture, he will be responsible for developing

instructional materials for the Regional Centers.

4. Ancillary and Secretarial Staff

In developing the budget for the Central Administration Staff

for the first year, it is essential that funds also be provided for

at least:

a. Three staff assistant persons-professional to assist

principal administrators

b. Four secretaries

5. Other Costs

The initial budget should include funds for items such as:

a. Rental of office space

b. Telephone

c. Office equipment

d. Stationary and supplies

e. Postage

f. Travel

g. Conferences in central office

14o0
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h. Funds for negotiating with cooperating institutions for

special programs, equipment or space in anticipation of

making the Regional Adult Education Centers operative

i. Funds for the production of instructional materials or

programs. (Student home study kits,correspondence courses,

tapes, etc.

Step IV. Staffing and Funding for the Second Year Requested During

the First Year

First year Anticipated Accomplishments for the First Year

expectations
Hopefully, by the end of the first year after the Commission becomes

operative the following measures will have been accomplished:

a. The central staff will have been hired and have been

working for the major part of a year.

b. The President together with his staff will have developed

concrete plans for the operation of a number of Regional

Adult Education Centers and will have presented them to

the Commission for approval.

c. The Commission will have adopted policies and general pro-

cedures for the initial operation of the system.

d. The Regional Centers will have been selected and arrangements

will have been made for housing them.

e. The initial. academic or vocational thrusts in Adult Education

will have been determined by the President and his staff and

will have been approved by the Commission.

f. Cooperative action among the various institutions of learning

will have been explored in line with the anticipated initial

needs of the system.
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Funding_Contral Office-Second Year of Operation

There should be no need for substantial increase in the budget in

the central office for the second year other than step increases and

cost of living allowance. There may be a need for some increase in

funds for the development and production of instructional materials

in preparation for the operation of the Regional Adult Education Centers.

Funds for Staffing,Each Adult Education Center During the Second Year

The budget request for each planned Regional Adult Education Center

should inclucbfunds for the following items:

1. Director - Regional Adult Education Center

During Phase f the Director will serve two functions. In

Second Year
Staffing addition to the duties and responsibilities of the Director, he will

also assume the role of the Associate Director, Massachusetts Open

University.

2. Associate Director-Testing, Advisement and Student Services

This staff member will probably have more than a full load

in his capacity of Director Student Services. It is conceivable that

he will need a professional assistant when the Center becomes operational.

3. Associate Director- Basic Adult Education

This staff member will assume two roles during Phase 1 of the

development of the Massachusetts Adult Education System. He will also

be responsible for Adult Occupational Programs.

4. Ancillary, and Secretarial Staff

Each Center should also include:

One Staff Assistant-he will he assigned to the Director in

helping to facilitate activities of the Center.

Three secretaries

One receptionist
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5. Other Costs

Second year funding should also include funds for the following

items in each Regional Center.

a. Rental of space

b. Telephone

c. Office equipment

d. Stationary and supplies

e. Postage

f. Travel

g. Regional Conferences

Step V. Funding for the Third Year Requested During Second Year

Anticipated At the completion of the second year, it can be reasonably expected:

accomplish-
ments during a. T "at the Commission has finalized policies, procedures

second year
and guidelines in sufficient detail to make each of the

Regional Centers operational.

h. That the central staff has made all arrangments with the

cooperating institutions for the initial operation of

the Adult Education Programs.

c. That the central staff together with the Director of each

Regional Center is, at least, prepared to initiate:

I) The operation of the Massachusetts Open University.

2) The operation of an Advanced Basic Adult Education

Program preparing adults for either the high school

equivalency certificate or for "entry to college-

level work" as freshmen in the various colleges.

3) The operation of occupation(vocational)programsin

one or two areas of learning with plans for expansion

into other fields.

Jt.-C*11'
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4) The planning phases for the expansion of Primary and

Intermediate Basic Adult Education including cost of

anticipated staffing, rentals and materials.

d. That the central office, together with each Regional Director

is in the process of making ready for instant use programs

and instructional materials not regionally available.

e. That maximum use of courses, programs, staff and facilities,

in existing schools and colleges has been mobilized on a

cooperative blisis among the several participating institutions

within the respective region.

Funding Requested During Second Year

1. Funds for the Central Office

No increase in personnel is anticipated in the central office.

Additional funding would be needed primarily to cover cost increases'

and production of new instructional materials.

Funds for 2. Funds for the Regional Offices

commencing
regional In addition to funds for normal cost increases, each Regional

operations
at the Office will need funds for;

beginning of
the third a. One receptionist-secretary

year
b. One staff assistant to work with the Associate Director=Basic

Adult Education

c. One Counselor to assist the Associate Director of Counseling

d. Compensation to cooperative institutions for programs and

courses not normally offered by them

e. Programs of instruction in Occupational or Basic Adult Educa-

tion provided by the Regional Center. Such f , would include

the cost of teaching staff, rentals and instructional materials

1.4:::1
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Step VI-High Level Planning.

During the third year, the Board of Higher Education should consider

establishing a permanent governing board for the iassachusetts Adult

Planning the Education System. The Commission should be prepared to make at least

Clange from
interim to a tentative recommendation to the Board of Higher Education at this time.

permanent
governance The Board of Higher Education will then be in a position to sponsor

legislation or take any other appropriate action before the Commission

terminates its function at the end of the fourth year.

In the normal course of events, the Commission will keep the

Board of Higher Education fully informed of its progress including a

prognosis of the actual or probable success of the undertaking. Thus,

the Board of Higher Education will have ample information and lead time

to conceive and create an appropriate permanent Board of Governance

for the Massachusetts Adult Education System.

SteE VrIFunding Fourth Year Requested During the Third Year

The fourth year is envisioned as a time for re-assessment and

planning. No additional staffing or programming is anticipated. Each

Regional Center should concentrate on streamlining its efforts without

Summary of
expected additional staffing during this fourth year. Effectiveness of the

progress
programs thus far developed should be reviewed and re-assessed on the

strengths and weaknesses of the operation. Comprehensive reports

should be made by each Regional Director to the President who will in

turn present his conclusions and recommendations to the Commission based

on all available research data and information from each Regional

Center. TFe Commission, not later than the middle of the fourth year,

Research will submit its recommendations to the Board of Higher Education regarding

findings and
operational the future developments of the Massachusetts Adult Education System.

information
needed for Upon receipt of the final report from the Commission as indicated

initiating
Phase LI above, the Board of Higher Education will take whatever final action
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is necessary to establish a permanent Board of Trustees for Adult

Education, if this action is warranted at that time.

SteL VIII. Conclusion of Phase I

By the end of the fourth year, the Board of Higher Education

should be prepared to turn the governance of the Adult Education System

over to a more permanent governing body. It is assumed, of course,

that the Board of Higher Education has had the advantage of a continuous

evaluation of the undertaking from its inception four, years earlier

and that it has worked closely with the Commission and the President

in determing the most appropriate governing board for this enterprise.

It is also presumed that the Board of Higher Education has sought and

received legislative support for the establishment of a permanent

Adult Education System in the Commonwealth. It is strongly suggested

that the new board be created and organized not later than the middle

of the fourth year, so that the Commission and the permanent board

can work together for a half -ycai in order to provide continuity.

According to this proposal, Phase I is terminated at the end of

the fourth year. The new Governing Board will inaugurate Phase II

at the beginning of the fifth year.

OUTLINE OF PHASE II

Phase II marks the beginning of the second stage in the development

of an effective Adult Education System for Massachusetts. After four

years of accumulated research and experience in a pilot program, the

Board of Higher Education will be able to determine the future direction

and growth of the fledgling Adult Education System. The hypothesis

underlying the need, scope and substance of the system will hopefully

have been tested and validated by that time. Thus, the Board of Higher

Education can he in the enviable position of triggering the release
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of the full potential of adult education in Massachusetts and of bringing

it to full fruition within a decade with the help of a conscientious

legislature and a dedicated group of state officials and professional

educators.

Phase II cannot obviously be set forth with the same degree of

specificity as was possible in discussing Phase I. Nevertheless, the

general character of the future expansion of the Adult Education System

Anticipated can be described in less precise terms. Under Phase II, it can be

outcomes
under reasonably expected:

Phase IT
1. That the number of Adult Education Centers in Massachusetts

will increase to about fifteen.

as follows:

Area

They are likely to be distributed

Number

Western Massachusetts 3

Central Massachusetts 2

Western Boston Suburb 1

Northern Boston Suburb 1

Southern Boston Suburb 1

Northeast Massachusetts 2

Southeastern Massachusetts 2

Boston and environs 3

2. That the Massachusetts Open University, independently or in

A full scale cooperation with existing institutions, will offer the Associate Degree,

Massachusetts
Open Bachelor's Degree and Master's Degree using a multitude of innovative

University
and non-traditional approaches.

3. That Adult OcupationalEducation will provide training, re-training

and refresher programs to a vast number of adults involving a multitude

of skills.

, 7
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Massive 4. That Primary, Intermediate and Advanced Basic Adult Education

training

and re- will be easily accessible to any adult desiring it. The programs will

training
opportunities-be personalized along the lines currently used in Long Beach City College

(California) or its equivalent.

New hope for 5. That personalized Basic Adult Education will include programs

Spanish and
Portuguese in which English is a second language, particularly for persons whose

speaking
adults native tongue is Spanish and Portuguese.

A better 6. That personalized Basic Adult Education Programs will be designed

chance for
the dis- for the educationally disadvantaged preparing them to enter freshman

advantaged
level courses in college without "watering down" present college standards

of performance, or for better job in line with the abilities and interests

of the individual.

Potential 7. That the potential for the instant training of workers for

for

attracting industry considering to locate in Massachusetts via the Adult Education

new
industries System will be extremely attractive to industries considering expansion.

8. That the aggregrto of the wage and salary increases of individuals

The system
will who participated in adult education programs will, over the productive

eventually
pay for life of the students more than pay for the cost of operating the adult

itself
education system through corresponding increases in both the state income

and sales taxes

9. That non-traditional education will be developed for both the

(Inert University and Basic Adult Education and become universally available

to all adults in the Commonwealth.

Discussion of the SuaLited Plan for Massachusetts

UnderlyingPhilosophy

In deriving the proposed plan for an Adult Education System for

Massachusetts, it was postulated that any pioneer venture, such as this,
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Gradual start should advance gradually at first, one solid step at a time, and At

with rapid
acceleration an accelerated rate as more research and experimental data is gathered,

analyzed and translated into constructive and positive future action.

The basic philosophy in this approach is to "make haste slowly." In a

sense, the plan is designed to keep one foot solidly planted on one

stone while the other foot is probing for another equally solid stepping

stone submerged in a str'am among lily pads. The next step forward is

not taken until it is fairly certain that the newly discovered stone

is as sound as the preceding one.

In this case, the application of the principle of gradualism is

fully justified. There is at this time no comparable comprehensive

Adult Education System in America from wnich to draw information.

There are, of course, parts of the proposed system operating in one

form or another. But, the effectivness of the proposed Adult Education

System depends greatly upon how these parts are combined and upon the

creation and assimilation of new ones. Progress must remain fluid. Thus,

the nature of this proposal demands not only that progress he gradual

but also that it be reversible. In other words, if a step was taken in

what appeared to be a promising direction and it turned out to be

disappointing, it should be possible to "back-step" and repeat the

probing process.

Action in Relation to Time

In accordance with the foregoing philosophy, the time plan for

action is designed to move slowly at first in Phase 1 and very rapidly

under Phase 11. The time line, for the purpose of this discussion,

begins when the Commission has been appointed and is organized for

action. Thus, "time zero" is when the Commission is organized for

action.
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First Year

From the standpoint of funding, the first year is unique. Funds

are needed for two purposes. It is necessary to have funds available

for the initial staffing of the central office during the first year.

It is also imperative that funds be requested during the first year .

for the staffing of a limited number of Adult Education Centers to

be established during the second year so that these Centers can he

come operational during the third year. It might simplify natters,

however, if the Board of Higher Education could request the necessary

funds to establish the central office prior to or at the time it

establishes the Commission. In this way, the Commission, once organized,

can proceed quickly in the search and selection of a President, who,

once employed, will recommend the hiring of additional staff members

who could begin their duties, hopefully, before the end of the first

year.

Second Year

During the second year, the central office will he fully cperative.

The President and his staff will he recommending policies, guidelines

and personnel for the several Adult Education Centers to the Commission.

During the second year, these Centers will become staffed at full

strength and preparations will be made for the initial operation of

the Adult Education System at the beginning of the third year. Also,

during the second year, the Commission will submit its budget request

to the Board of Higher Education for the initial operation of selected

elements of the Adult Education System during the third year.

Third Year

After two years of staffing and planning, the Massachusetts Adult

Education System is in functional readiness for activation at the be-

ginning of the third year. Hopefully, the Massachusetts Open University

,74 tit)
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can be energized at this time. Also, it is reasonable to assume that

a fairly well developed Advanced Basic Adult Education program is

ready to serve adults who are not quite prepared to undertake "college-

level" work. As soon as this program becomes operative, those agencies

currently involved in this activity, because no one else was doing it,

can re-direct their financial and human resources in fulfilling the

primary function of that institution. This is also a time for self-

evaluation by the Commission in relation to the objectives of the

system.

Fourth Year

The fourth year is envisioned primarily as one of consolidation,

evaluation and strengthening. It is not one of expansion or growth,

but rather one of self-assessment, re- -amination, re-affirmation and,

if needed, re-direction.

During this year, the Commission makes its recommendations to

Phase I ends- the Board of Higher Education regarding the future of the system. If

Phase II
begins the studies and research indicate that the system has lived up to its

expectations or can be made to do so, the Board of Higher Education

will take the necessary action to establish a permanent governing body

for the system. During the middle of the fourth year, a Board of

Trustees, or is equivalent, should he named and organized so that it

can work with the Commission during the last six months of the life

of the Commission. In this manner, it is possible to provide a period

of transition between the phasing out: of the Commission and the intro-

duction of a Governing Board of Trustees.

Fifth Year

Period of The beginning of the fifth year ushers in Phase II of the Aduli-

rapid

growth Education System. A permanent governing board is in power. The pil(

system has produced a wealth of valuable information. A rapid growth
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in both the number of Adult Education Centers and the scope of their

services can be anticipated according to demonstrated public demand.

The emphasis of the Adult Education System can be adjusted and re-adjusted.

The new Governing Board, together with its professional staff, will be

in an excellent position to submit its long-range plans to the Board of

Higher Education for review and reaction. The new Board can prepare

a five year projection budget related to expected educational outcomes.

It can specify staffing requirements at the various existing and pro-

posed Regional Centers as well as indicate additional personnel needs

in the central office. And finally, the long range plan can present

and explain an expansion of services for adults, together with an

objective assessment of the effectiveness of the services rendered

thus far.

The Time Line

A diagram of the suggested time line is presented on page 116a

This time action diagram is a visual representation of the thoughts

presented in this section. It gives a quick overview of the time

element associated with the development of the Massachusetts Adult

Education System.

Budgetary Implications

Any enterprise of the magnitude suggested in this proposal must,

as a practical matter, be concerned with cost. This proposal is

specially designed so that the overall cost of adult education can be

controlled. From the outset, the writer was conscious of the financial

aspects of an Adult Education System and devised the system in such a

manner that it can be easily tailored to fit the level of expenditure

allocated to it at any given time.
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The ,.)st of operating the entire system can be controlled in

several ways. First and foremost, it is a simple matter to limit the

number of Regional Centers. For example, if only a single center were

desired, the central staff could well serve the major needs of the

system. Thus the cost would he quite mintmal. On the other hand, the

number of centers could range to about fifteen, in which case the cost

would rise proportionally. For reasons of economic efficiency, it is

strongly recommended, however, that not fewer than three centers be.

considered, and preferably four. Another effective way of controlling

costs is to limit the scope of educational services. Here again, it

istrongly urged that the scope of the services include at least the

Massachusetts Open University and the Advanced Basic Adult Education

Program. If at all possible, occupational training should also be

included.

Initial Budget for First Year

1. Commission se_

a. Secretarial services $5,600.00

h. Postage, telephone 600.00

c. Stationary, office supplies 800.00

d. Office eq.ipment 1,600.00

e. Travel 2,000.00

f. Consultant Services 5,000.00

g. Rental of space 2 400 00

Total Commission Expense $18,000.00
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Total Brought Forward

2. Central Office

a. President $40,000.00

b. Director Planning & Budget 20,000.00

c. Director Research & Develop-
ment 25,000.00

d. Four secretaries 25,000.00

e. Three staff assistants 27,000.00

f. Rental office space 5,000.00

g. Telephone 4,000.00

h. Office equipment 11,000.00

i. Stationery and supplies 3,000.00

j. Postage 1,500.00

k. Travel 6,500.00

1. Instructional materials-
production and equipment 20,500.00

m. For services from coopera-
ting agencies 20,000.00

$18,000.00

208,500.00

Total budget for First Year $226,500.00

II. Budget for Second Year

1. Central Office

a. Previous year salaries

b. Rental

137,000.00

5,000.00

c. Telephone(4,000)Postage 1,500. 5,500.00

d. Stationery and supplies 4,000.00

e. Instructional materials-
production and equipment 64,000.00

f. Services cooperating agencies 20,000.00

g. Travel

h. Salary increments

Total

6,500.00

8,000.00

$250,000.00
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2. Four Regional Centers

a. Director Regional Adult Educa.Center $30,000.00

b. Assoc. Director,Testing,Advisement 25,000.00

c. Assoc. Director Basic Adult Educa. 25,000.00

d. Staff assistants 9,000.00

c. Three secretaries 18,000.00

Total Personnel $107,000.00

f. Rental space 10,000.00

g. Telephone 5,000.00

h. Office equipment 12,000.00

i. Stationery and supplies 5,000.00

j. Postage 2,000.00

k. Travel 4,000.00

1. Regional conferences 5 000.00 43,000.00

Total for one Center $150,000.00

Total Cost for Four Centers $600,000.00

Total Budget for Second Year $850,000.00

III. Budget for Third Year

1 Central Office

a. Previous year salaries 145,000.00

b. Other costs 105,000.00

c. Salary increments 8,700.00

d. Instructional materials 500,000.00

2. Four Regional Centers

a. Previous year salaries 428,000.00

b. Other-less equipment 124,000.00

c. Salary increments 25,000.00

d. Salaries-instructional 400,000.00

Total Budget for Third Year $1,236,000.00
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IV.Budget for Fourth Year

1. Central Office

a. Previous year salaries

b. Other costs-previous year

c. Salary increments

d. Instructional materials-additions

2. Four Regional Centers

a. Previous year salaries

b. Other costs-previous year

c. Salary increments

$153,700.00

605,000.00

9,300.00

100,000.00

454,680.00

523,000.00

27,300.00

d. Additional instructional services 2,000,000.00

Total Budget for Fourth Year $ 3,872,980.00

Educational Returns for Funds Expended

During the fourth year, it is anticipated that about 4000 full

time equivalent students can be served by the system. If it is assumed

that students will be taking 1/4 of a full load, as many as 16,000

different students could participate in the adult education program

through the four Regional Adult Education Centers. Realistically,

it is not likely that this potential enrollment will be reached during

the fourth year due to the pioneering nature of this endeavor. However,

the economic efficiency of the system will improve dramatically as new

knowledge about adult educh,ion can be used to develop more effective

practices in the education of adults.

iol
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Analyses of the Proposed Budget

In order to put the suggested four year budget for the creation

and Phase I of the Massachusetts Adult Education System in proper per-

spective, it might be helpful to present, a brief sketch of the historical

and philosophical aspects associated with education and public spending

in the Commonwealth. For the past three hundred years, Massachustts

has been from time to time the undisputed leader in education in the

United States. On April 14, 1642, the General Court passed the "Satan

Deluder Act" which marked the birth er 'nblic education in America.

Five years later, in 1647, the General .urt of MasSachusetts scored

another first by decreeing that the citizens of the Commonwealth could

be taxed to support and maintain public education. In 1821, the first

public high school in the country was established in Boston and for the

first time in America had a state legislature allowed public funds to

be used for education above "grammar school." During this same period,

the first Teachers College in the United States was established in

Barre, Massachusetts, a second was located in Lexington and a third in

Bridgewater. The first two were later discontinued, but Bridgewater State

College still remains as the oldest former Teachers College still in

operation in America. Historically, it cannot be denied that these

"firsts" have had a profound and lasting influence in shaping the educa-

tion of America. But, the saga of leadership does not end with these

feats. There have also been a number of other important. firsts in

Massachusetts, in guidance, in kindergarten programs and instructional

methodology. Hopefully, the time is at hand when Massachusetts can

assume national leadership in adult education by creating the first

comprehensive Adult Education System io America by 1975, thus maintaining

its proven traei dons of the past.
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The General Court of Massachusetts has also been very receptive

to innovative proposals even before the need for them were perceived

nationally. An excellent recent example is the adoption of "no-fault

motor vehicle insurance." The case for the urgent need of a comprehensive

Adult Education System in America has already been made. Its funding

is paramount in meeting this demonstrated need. Philosophically, it is

axiomatic that if public funds are spent efficiently and effectively for

needed public services, such expenditures are justifiable a priori.

Further, if such funds are of benefit to the society as a whole, as

adult education is, and if adult educational opportunities are available

to all who desire them for self-improvement, it follows that such spending

represents a responsible and wise management of public funds.

RationaleUnderlying_the Proposed Budget

The primary goal of this suggested budget is to request, and hope-

full!, receive, only such funds that are both necessary and sufficient

to accomplish the purposes set forth for a given year. A review of the

requests for each year clearly demonstrate this principle. Padding of

budgets should be avoided.

During the first year, it is expected that the Commission will be

created and that the President and his immediate staff will be employed.

It is also expected that all professional persons in the central office

will be working for part of the year depending upon the speed with which

search, selection and employment can he accomplished. By the end of

the first year, the central office should have been able to present

policies, procedures and plans for the establishment of a number of

Regional Centers to the Commission. Complete job descriptions for the

Regional Directors would be ready in accordance with the functions

initially ascribed to Regional Centers. Statements of the qualifications

I.,' 3
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of other personnel envisioned for each Regional Center should be

prepared at least in outline form. Estimates of all projected costs,

including staff, equipment, supplies and other related needs should be

estimated as realistically as possible and fully justified.

The budget for the second year is necessary and sufficient to

complete the staffing of the Regional Centers and to make all preparations

for launching the adult education program at the beginning of the third

year. The central office will have had a year to consolidate and stream

line its operation. It will have the strength to greatly assist the

Regional Directors in planning, coordinating and in the production of

instructional materials and programs. By the end of the second year,

all of the staff for a limited number of Regional Centers would have

been employed aad would be in a position to embark on the Massachusetts

Open University program as well as laying the groundwork for one or two

Basic Adult Education Programs.

The budget for the third year sets the Adult Education Program in

motion. The substantial increase in expenditures is required at this

time to pay the salaries of part and full-time teachers and tutors, to

compensate cooperating institutions for educational services provided

by them and to produce special teaching materials and student home

study kits used by students in the program. Also there is need to expend

additional funds eor research, development, and selfevaluation associated

with the operation. The information resulting from this important

activity will serve as a basis for making future plans.

The funds requested for the fourth year are necessary and sufficient

to have accomplished the objectives listed below:

1. The central office will have achieved maximum effective output for

the limited Adult Education Programs.

f )
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2. Each Regional Office, by this time, is in full effective

operation and in a position to enrich and expand its services.

3. The Massachusetts Open University should be well established

and organized by the end of the fourth year.

4. The Adult Education System should be in readiness to introduce

a substantial program in advanced Basic Adult Education and in Adult

Occupational Training at the end of the fourth year.

5. The expenditures devoted to research and evaluation during the

previous three years should bear valuable fruit from about the middle

of the third year to the middle of the fourth year. The Director of

Research should be able to provide the Commission with a wealth of

information supporting recommendations for the future development

of the system.

6. The Board of Higher Education will have had sufficient informa-

tion from its pilot studies by the end of the fourth year to make

intelligent decisions with relation to the direction and nature of

the Adult Education System and to create a permanent Governing Board,

if this action is warranted at that time.

Summary of Expected Outcomes from Proposed Budget

It is reasonable to assume that the suggested funding is necessary

and sufficient:

1. To get the central office started and developing a plan of

action by the end of the first year.

2. To continue the planning activities of the central office and

to get four Regional Offices started and working by the end of the

second year.

141
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3. To set the Adult Education System in motion at the beginning

of the third year. Students should be enrolled in at least the

Massachusetts Open University during the third year.

4. To expand and strengthen the Adult Education Program during the

fourth year when the Massachusetts Open University should be in full

swing and the Basic Adult Education Programs are in their beginning

stages.

5. To develop the Massachusetts Adult Education System to the

point where its control can be transferred from th- Commission to a

Board of Trustees or its equivalent by the end of the fourth year.

The proposed budget may be considered frugal by those who believe

that massive infusion of funds are necessary to achieve desired results

in a comprehensive program in adult eduction. The writer does not

subscribe to this philosophy. What is important, however, that sufficieat

funds be provided to insure maximum progress in the creation and develop-

ment of the Massachusetts Adult Education System . The proposed br's2t

is designed to accomplish this goal. The funds requested are necessary

and suflicient to support the creation of an Adult Education System in

a manner that is gradual in development, orderly in growth and sequentially

positive in action. This proposed "educational firs-" for Massachusetts

is financially attainable, educationally sound and economically desirable.
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